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Chapter 1

Introduction

Risk measurement has always been a crucial topic involving both regulators and

�nancial institutions. To this end, several measures were introduced, beginning with the

variance, later replaced by the popular �Value at Risk�. Only at the end of the twentieth

century, Artzner, Delbaen, Eber and Heath (1999) [ADEH99] introduced the concept of

a coherent risk measure. This seminal paper lighted up a debate on the set of axioms

that a reasonable risk measure should have satis�ed. So in the last ten years numerous

mathematical extensions and variations were proposed.

One of the �rst generalization was the notion of convex risk measure introduced by

Föllmer and Schied (2002) [FS02] and Frittelli and Rosazza (2002) [FR02], stressing the role

of convexity as a counterpart of the fundamental diversi�cation principle. Later, El Karoui

and Ravanelli in 2009 [ER09], argued that one of the axioms of the convex risk measures,

the cash-additivity, fails whenever there is any form of uncertainty about interest rates, for

instance due to the lack of liquidity of such assets. Since this condition is quite common in
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the real �nancial markets, they suggested to replace cash-additivity with cash-subadditivity.

Therefore, in a recent paper, Cerreia-Vioglio, Maccheroni, Marinacci, Montrucchio (2011)

[CMMMa] have observed that if the cash-additivity is replaced with cash-subadditivity, then

convexity should be relaxed in favour of quasiconvexity, in order to maintain the original

interpretation in terms of diversi�cation.

As well as the risk measurement, another important topic that has collected sci-

enti�c interest is the assessment of the performance of the �nancial positions. Again in

the spirit of an axiomatic approach, Cherny and Madan (2009) [CM09] proposed a class of

quasiconcave performance measures, called acceptability index, pointing out a link to the

coherent risk measures. For this reason we call this class of performance measures, �coherent

acceptability indices�.

This thesis is organized in two parts: in the �rst one, we treat, in a unique chapter,

risk measures and acceptability indices from a theoretical point of view, while in the second

part, we propose two applications of the quasi-convex results.

The starting point of this thesis is an overview of the several risk measures intro-

duced in the literature, with a particular regard to the axiomatic characterizations and the

relation with the sets of acceptable positions (Section 2.1). One of the fundamental aspect

of the risk measures concerns their dual representation (treated in the Section 2.2).

After the presentation of the dual results regarding the convex risk measures (Sec-

tion 2.2.1), we focus our attention to the quasiconvex case (Section 2.2.2). In a general

setting one important contribute has been provided by Penot and Volle [PV90] and Volle

[Vo98]. However, this duality resulted incomplete. Hence, recently, Cerreia Vioglio et al.
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[CMMMb] and later Drapeau and Kupper [DK10] have addressed this problem. Both of

them obtained a complete duality involving monotone and quasi-convex real valued func-

tions. [CMMMb] provided a solution under fairly general condition covering both the case

of maps that are quasi-convex lower semicontinuous and quasi-convex upper semicontinuous

maps, whereas [DK10] treated the case of quasi-convex lower semicontinuous maps under

di¤erent assumptions on the vector space.

The �rst contribute of this thesis, reported in Subsection 2.2.2, has been to compare

their representations and prove that they coincide. In particular, we explain how is possible

to shift from the [CMMMb]�s representation to the [DK10]�s one. The key step is provided

by the Proposition 34. On the light of this comparison, we also propose in Subsection 2.2.3

a new representation for the quasiconcave and monotone acceptability indices, as stated in

the Theorem 40.

A particular class of risk measures, studied in literature, is represented by the law

invariant risk measures. In order to facilitate the comparison with risk measures de�ned

on distributions, proposed in the Chapter 3, we report, in the Subsection 2.2.3, the main

results of Kusuoka [K01], Frittelli and Rosazza [FR05], Jouini et al. [JST06], Svindland

[S10] and the recent dual representation for the quasi-convex case by Cerreia-Vioglio et al.

[CMMMa] and later Drapeau et al. [DKR10].

In the second part of the thesis we propose two di¤erent applications of the quasi-

convex analysis to di¤erent sectors. The common idea has been to build a quasiconvex risk

measure de�ning a particular family of acceptability sets, taking inspiration from the papers

of Cherny and Madan (2009) [CM09] and Drapeau and Kupper (2010) [DK10].
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Cherny and Madan (2009) [CM09] pointed out that, for a cash additive coherent

risk measure, all the positions can be split in two classes: acceptable and not acceptable; in

contrast, for an acceptability index there is a whole continuum of degrees of acceptability

de�ned by a system fAmgm2R of sets. This formulation has been further investigated by

Drapeau and Kupper (2010) [DK10] for the quasi convex case.

Adopting this approach, we introduce, in the Chapter 3, a new class of law invari-

ant risk measures, directly de�ned on the set P(R) of probability measures on R, that are

monotone and quasi-convex on P(R). We build the maps � : P(R) ! R [ f+1g from a

family fAmgm2R of acceptance sets of distribution functions by de�ning:

�(P ) := � sup fm : P 2 Amg :

We study the properties of such maps, we provide some speci�c examples and in

particular we propose a generalization of the classical notion of the Value at Risk, V@R�,

that, in spite of its drawbacks, keeps on being used by many �nancial institutions.

The key idea of our proposal - the de�nition of the �V@R - arises from the con-

sideration that in order to assess the risk of a �nancial position it is necessary to consider

not only the probability � of the loss, as in the case of the V@R�, but the dependence

between such probability � and the amount of the loss. In other terms, we want to model

the fact that a risk adverse agent is willing to accept greater losses only with smaller proba-

bilities. Hence, we replace the constant � with an increasing function � : R![0; 1] de�ned

on losses, which we call Probability/Loss function. The balance between the probability and

the amount of the losses is incorporated in the de�nition of the family of acceptance sets

Am := fQ 2 P(R) j Q(�1; x] � �(x); 8x � mg , m 2 R:
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If PX is the distribution function of the random variable X; our new measure is de�ned by:

�V@R(PX) := � sup fm j P (X � x) � �(x); 8x � mg :

This map is not any more translation invariant, but we obtain another similar

property.

Furthermore we provide some interesting results about the dual representation.

We propose a further application of the quasiconcavity to a sector of particular

interest for the academic community: the scienti�c research evaluation. In the recent years

the evaluation of the scientists�performance has become increasingly important. In fact,

most crucial decisions regarding faculty recruitment, accepting research projects, research

time, academic positions, travel money, award of grants and promotions depend on great

extent upon the scienti�c merits of the involved researchers.

In the Chapter 3 we introduce the issue of the evaluation of the scienti�c perfor-

mance. We discuss about the di¤erent methodologies and analyze the several critics. A

particular attention has been given to the recent document of the Italian ANVUR, which

also proposes to use some bibliometric indices as selection parameters of the candidates,

who aim to obtain the national quali�cation of full or associate professor, and their referees.

In this chapter we also present an historical overview of the bibliometric indices and the

axiomatic approach proposed in literature.

Di¤erently from any existing approach, our formulation is clearly germinated from

the theory of risk measures. We adopt the same approach of the seminal paper of [ADEH99]

in order to determine a good class of scienti�c performance measures, that we call Scienti�c
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Research Measures (SRM).

Also in this second application, proposed in the Chapter 5, the key idea underlying

our de�nition of SRM is the representation of quasi-concave monotone maps in terms of a

family of acceptance sets.

The SRM of an author is the map �F with values in [0;1] that associates to each

author X a performance given by:

�F(X) : = sup fq 2 I j X 2 Aqg

= sup fq 2 I j X(x) � fq(x) for all x 2 Rg :

where fAqgq is a family of performance sets associated to particular family of

performance curves ffqgq that has some speci�c properties. Di¤erent choices of the family

ffqgq lead to di¤erent SRM �F.

Through this approach, we propose a class of SRMs that are:

� �exible in order to �t peculiarities of di¤erent areas and ages;

� inclusive, as they comprehends several popular indices;

� calibrated to the particular scienti�c community;

� coherent, as they share the same structural properties - based on an axiomatic ap-

proach;

� granular, as they allow a more precise comparison between scientists and are based

on the whole citation curve of a scientist.
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A new interesting approach to the whole area of bibliometric indices is provided

by the dual representation of a SRM.

In this chapter we also show the method to compute a particular SRM, called �-

index, and we report some empirical results obtained by calibrating the performance curves

to a speci�c data set (built using Google Scholar).
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Part I

Part: Theory
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Chapter 2

Risk Measures and Acceptability

Indices

The risk measure theory has been developed in order to �nd a reasonable assess-

ment method for the riskiness of �nancial positions. For a long time this was a concern

that involved both �nancial institutions and regulators, the �rst ones for the �nancial risk

management and the second ones in order to safeguard the bank solvency and the overall

economic stability.

The classical method of �nancial risk evaluation based on the variance was inade-

quate, as, for example, it did not keep into account the asymmetry of the �nancial positions.

So in the second half of 90�s, after the stock market crash of 1987, the popular Value at

Risk V@R was developed and di¤used by several �nancial institutions in order to consider

the downside risk, indeed it is based on a quantile of the lower tail of the pro�t and loss

distribution. Nevertheless, the V@R has some de�ciencies and especially doesn�t satisfy
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some natural requirements. This was the main reason that led several scientists to study a

set of axioms that a reasonable risk measure has to satisfy, instead of analyzing each single

measure of risk.

Hence, on one hand a risk measure is the mean by calculating the risk of a �nancial

position, on the other hand it represents a capital requirement, namely the minimal amount

of capital, required by the regulator, to put aside in order to guard against the risk of

�nancial positions, or in other words, to make it acceptable.

The aim of this chapter is to recall some concepts, well known in literature, related

to the risk measure theory (Section 2.1), with a particular focus on the quasi-convex risk

measures and the acceptability indices, recently introduced. In Section 2.2 we report their

dual representations and a �rst theoretical contribute of this thesis to the quasi-convex case.

We conclude this chapter with a prior to the dynamic setting (Section 2.3).

2.1 Risk Measures and the Acceptability Indices

In this section we present an historical overview of the several risk measures, with

particular attention to the interpretation of the axioms and the relation to the set of the

acceptable positions. We prove only the main results and we suggest to refer to the text

Föllmer and Shield [FS04] for a more detail study.

Let us give some notations. (
;F ;P) is the probability space. L0(
;F ;P) is the

space of F-measurable random variables de�ned on 
 and that take value in �R := R[f+1g

and L0 := L0(
;F ;P) is its quotient space in respect to the � P-a.s. L1 := L1(
;F ;P) is
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the space of F-measurable random variables P-a.s. bounded. Any equality and inequality

in this section has to be considered P-a.s. valid.

In these examples we consider a static approach to the risk, since we assumed that

the risk depends only on the changing of the �nancial position value at the maturity T .

Hence there exists only one period of uncertainty (0; T ).

A �nancial position is a random variable X : (
;F) ! R where X(!) represents

the discounted value of the position at the maturity T in case the status of nature ! 2 


happens. Let X be the set of the �nancial positions such that L1 � X � L0.

The �rst axiomatization of the risk measures has been provided by Artzner, Del-

baen, Eber and Heath (1999) [ADEH99]. They introduced the notion of coherent risk

measure as follows:

De�nition 1 (Coherent RM) A map � : X ! R is a coherent risk measure if the fol-

lowing properties hold, for any X;Y 2 X :

1. decreasing monotonicity: X � Y ) �(X) � �(Y );

2. cash additivity: �(X +m) = �(X)�m; 8 m 2 R;

3. positive homogeneity : �(�X) = ��(X); 8 � � 0 and � 2 R;

4. subadditivity: �(X + Y ) � �(X) + �(Y ).

The �nancial meaning of these conditions is simple:

1. decreasing monotonicity : a �nancial position Y that in any state of nature assumes

greater values than another one X rationally must have a lower risk;
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2. cash additivity or translation invariance: an additional cash amount m to a �nancial

position X makes its risk lower by exactly this amount. This property is strictly linked

to the interpretation of �(X) as a capital requirement. Indeed, considering a position

X acceptable if its risk is such that �(X) � 0, the cash additivity axiom suggests

we should interpret �(X) as the cash amount that added to the position X makes it

acceptable, since:

�(X + �(X)) = �(X)� �(X) = 0:

3. positive homogeneity : scaling a �nancial position X scales the risk by the same factor

�;

4. subadditivity : the risk of the sum of two positions X and Y is smaller than the sum

of their respective risks.

Later, Föllmer and Schied (2002) [FS02] and Frittelli and Rosazza (2002) [FR02]

extended the concept of coherent risk measure by relaxing the subadditivity and positive

homogeneity conditions in favour of the weaker convexity requirement, which allows to

control the risk of a convex combination by the combination of each single risk:

�(�X + (1� �)Y ) � ��(X) + (1� �)�(Y ); 8� 2 [0; 1]

This requirement clearly expresses the principle that "diversi�cation should not increase the

risk", supposing that �X + (1 � �)Y represents the diversi�ed position obtained investing

the fraction � of the initial wealth in the position X and the remaining part in the second

alternative Y . This observation leads to de�ne a new class of risk measure.
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De�nition 2 (Convex RM) A map � : X ! R is a convex risk measure if satis�es the

conditions of decreasing monotonicity, cash additivity, convexity and normalization (�(0) =

0).

As anticipated:

� coherent risk measure) � convex risk measure

Now, we want to recall an important relation between the risk measures up to now intro-

duced and the so called, acceptance set.

Remark 3 Any cash additive map � : X ! R can be written as the minimal capital

requirement:

�(X) := inf fm 2 R jm+X 2 A�g

where the set

A� := fX 2 X j �(X) � 0 g : (2.1)

is called the acceptance set of �, that is the set of all "acceptable positions" in the sense

that they do not require additional capital in order to be acceptable in term of risk. Vice

versa given an acceptance set A � X it is possible to associate a cash additive map �A

�A(X) := inf fm 2 R jm+X 2 Ag (2.2)

that evidently represents the minimal amount of capital m that added to the position X

makes it acceptable.

Hence, the properties of a cash additive risk measure can be deduced by those of

the acceptance set and viceversa. The following remark points out these considerations.
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Remark 4 Let � : X ! R be a cash additive and monotone map and A � X .

1. If � is positively homogeneous. Then A� de�ned as in (2.1) is a cone, i.e.

X 2 A ) �X 2 A 8� � 0.

Viceversa, if A is a cone, then �A de�ned as in (2.1) is positively homogeneous.

2. If � is convex. Then A� de�ned as in (2.1) is convex, i.e.

X;Y 2 A ) �X + (1� �)Y 2 A 8� 2 (0; 1).

Viceversa, if A is convex, then �A de�ned as in (2.1) is convex.

Now, we provide some examples of coherent and convex risk measures and the case

of the V@R.

Example 5 (Worst-Case risk measure) The worst-case risk measure of the �nancial

position X 2 X is de�ned by

�w(X) := �ess inf


(X) = ess sup



(�X)

and represents the smaller capital amount that has to be added to X in order to make the

losses null in the worst case scenario. It is the most conservative risk measure and the

acceptance set associated to �w is the set of all non-negative functions in X

A�w = X+ := fX 2 X j X � 0g

that is a convex cone. Hence, �w is a coherent risk measure.
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Example 6 (Entropic risk measure) Given the utility function

u(x) := 1� e�x

for every coe¢ cient of risk aversion  > 0, the entropic risk measure of X is the capital

requirement associated to the acceptance set

Au := fX 2 X j E[u(X)] � u(0) = 0g

and it is de�ned by

�Au (X) : = inf
�
m 2 R jm+X 2 Au

	
=

1


ln
�
E[e�X ]

�
.

It is a convex risk measure but it is not coherent since Au is not a cone.

Example 7 (V@R�) The Value at Risk at level � 2 (0; 1) of a �nancial position X, is

de�ned by

V@R�(X) : = inffm 2 R j P [X +m < 0] � �g

= � supfm 2 R j P [X � m] � �g

= �q+X(�)

where q+X(�) is the upper quantile function of the distribution of X. It represents the the

smallest amount of capital which, if added to X and invested in the risk-free asset, keeps the

probability of a negative outcome below the level �. However, Value at Risk only controls

the probability of a loss; it does not capture the size of such a loss if it occurs. The V@R�

is decreasing monotone, cash additive and positively homogeneous, but in general it is not
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subadditive, hence it is not a coherent risk measure. Furthermore, it is not even a convex

risk measure, indeed the acceptance set

AV@R� = fX 2 X j P [X < 0] � �g

is not convex. So the V@R� may penalize diversi�cation instead of encouraging it. In

some case, it penalizes the increase of the probability that something goes wrong, without

rewarding the signi�cant reduction of the expected loss conditional on the event of default.

Nevertheless it is often used by banking institutions. They usually make the hypothesis that

X is a Normal random variable with variance �2. In such case V@R�(X) is convex and it

is given by

V@R�(X) = E[�X] +N�1(1� �)�(X)

where N�1 is the inverse of the distribution function N(0; 1).

Example 8 (WCE�) The worst conditional expectation at level � 2 (0; 1) of a �nancial

position X is de�ned by

WCE�(X) := sup fE[�X j A] j A 2 F and P (A) > �g

is a coherent risk measure on X := L1.

Example 9 (AV@R�) The Average Value at Risk at level at level � 2 (0; 1] of a position

X is de�ned by

AV@R�(X) := �
R �
0 q

+
X(s)ds

�
=

R �
0 V@Rs(X)ds

�
. (2.3)

It is a coherent risk measure on X := L1 (see the proof in THM 4.47 of [FS04]) with

representation

AV@R�(X) = sup
Q2Q�

EQ[�X] (2.4)
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where Q� :=
n
Q� P j dQdP �

1
�

o
.

We highlight the following relations, in respect to:

� the worst case measure:

AV@R0(X) = V@R0(X) = �ess inf(X) = �w(X)

� the mean of the losses:

AV@R1(X) = �
Z 1

0
q+X(s)ds = E[�X]

� the worst conditional expectation:

AV@R�(X) � WCE�(X)

� E[�X j �X � V@R�(X)]

� V@R�(X)

Moreover, if P [X � q+X(�)] = �, namely X has a continuous distribution, the �rst

two inequalities are in fact identities:

AV@R�(X) =WCE�(X) = E[�X j �X � V@R�(X)].

Another progress in the risk measure theory has been done by El Karoui and

Ravanelli in 2009 [ER09]. They criticized the cash additivity axiom since it requires that

risky positions and risk measures (as reserve amounts) are expressed in the same numéraire

(�(X + �(X)) = 0). This means that risky positions are discounted before applying the

risk measure, assuming that the discounting process does not involve any additional risk.

This is not realistic since the interest rates are uncertain, it is enough to think about the
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X

X+mp(X+m)

p(X)

T

<= m



0

illiquidity or the defaultability of zero coupon bonds. Thus, the strong assumption of the

cash additivity is to consider the existence and the liquidity of a non-defaultable zero coupon

bond with price D 2 (0; 1], maturity T and nominal value 1 such that

�(X +m) = �(X)�Dm for any m 2 R.

These considerations led to relax cash additivity in favour of the cash subad-

ditivity. The meaning of this requirement is: "when m dollars are added to the future

position X, the capital requirement today is reduced by less than m dollars", i.e.

�(X +m) � �(X)�m for any m 2 R.

In other words the di¤erence between the present capital requirement of the position X and

that of the position X augmented by the cash amount m at the time T has to be less then

m.

Therefore they proposed a new risk measure maintaining the convexity and the

decreasing monotonicity but replacing cash-additivity with cash-subadditivity.

Recently Cerreia-Vioglio, Maccheroni, Marinacci, Montrucchio (2011) [CMMMa]

have observed that if the cash-additivity is replaced with cash-subadditivity, then convexity

should be relaxed in favour of quasiconvexity in order to maintain the original interpretation

in terms of diversi�cation. Indeed, this principle is literally expressed in this way: "if

positions X and Y are less risky than Z, so it is any diversi�ed position �X + (1 � �)Y
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within � 2 (0; 1)"; that translated using the risk measure � is equal to

if �(X); �(Y ) � �(Z) then �(�X + (1� �)Y ) � �(Z) 8� 2 (0; 1)

This condition is equal to convexity only if we consider the cash-additivity assumption,

otherwise in general it is only equal to the quasiconvexity requirement (also under cash-

subadditivity).

Hence, they proposed the notion of quasi-convex cash-subadditive risk measure.

De�nition 10 (quasi-convex cash-subadditive RM) A map � : X ! R is a quasi-

convex cash-subadditive risk measure if satis�es the condition of decreasing monotonicity,

cashsubadditivity, quasiconvexity and normalization (�(0) = 0).

The �rst relevant mathematical �ndings on quasi-convex functions were provided

by De Finetti [DeFin]. According to the classical mathematical representation, a map

� : X ! R is said to be quasi-convex if:

the lower level sets fX 2 X j �(X) � cg 8c 2 R are convex.

Another characterization of the quasiconvexity condition is:

�(�X + (1� �)Y ) � max f�(X); �(Y )g 8� 2 [0; 1] and � 2 R (2.5)

Indeed, if the lower level sets are convex and c := max[f(x); f(y)]. Then f(�x +

(1 � �)y) � � = max[f(x); f(y)] for every � 2 [0; 1]. Conversely, let L(�; c) be any lower

level set of � and X;Y 2 L(�; c). Then �(X) � c and �(Y ) � c and by the 2.5 it follows

that �(�X + (1 � �)Y ) � c for every � 2 [0; 1]. Hence L(�; c) is a convex set and � is

quasi-convex.
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Remark 11 It is clear that if � is convex it is also quasi-convex, indeed for any � 2 (0; 1)

�(�X + (1� �)Y ) � ��(X) + (1� �)�(Y ) � max f�(X); �(Y )g

and it is easy to prove that

quasiconvexity and cashadditivity) convexity

This is not true for quasiconvexity and cash-subadditivity.

Example 12 (Certainty Equivalent) Let X = L1. The certainty equivalent of X 2

L1, and , de�ned as

�(X) := l�1(E[l(�X)])

where l : R! R is a continuous increasing loss function, is a quasi-convex risk measure.

In the mean time Cherny and Madan (2009) [CM09] proposed a class of perfor-

mance measures of �nancial risk positions, called acceptability index, by formulating a set

of axioms that such measure should satisfy. They de�ned it setting X = L1.

De�nition 13 (Acceptability Index) An acceptability index is a map � : L1 ! [0;1]

that satis�es the following axioms, for any X;Y 2 L1:

1. increasing monotonicity: X � Y ) �(X) � �(Y );

2. quasi-concavity: �(�X + (1� �)Y ) � min f�(X); �(Y )g for all � 2 [0; 1];

3. scale invariance: �(X) = �(�X) for all � > 0;

4. Fatou property: for any bounded sequence Xn which converges P -a.s. to some X, then

�(X) � lim inf
n!+1

�(Xn):
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The above axioms have a natural �nancial interpretation:

� the increasing monotonicity means that if the �nancial position Y dominates X in

every states of nature then Y performs more or equal to X;

� the quasiconcavity states that a diversi�ed portfolio �X+(1��)Y performs at higher

level than its components X and Y ;

� the scale invariance implies that the level of acceptance doesn�t change if we scale the

�nancial position;

� the Fatou property is a technical continuity property, which is used for constructing

the duality between the acceptability indices and coherent risk measures.

A further characterization of the quasiconcavity requirement is given by the fol-

lowing remark.

Remark 14 Properties of quasi-concave maps can be deduced by those of the quasi-convex

maps, observing that

� quasi-concave, �� quasi-convex. (2.6)

Hence, like in the quasi-convex case, � is quasi-concave if

the upper level sets fX 2 X j �(X) � cg 8c 2 R are convex.

Cherny and Madan pointed out also that for a risk measure all the positions are

split in two classes, acceptable and not acceptable, in contrast, for an acceptability index we

have a whole continuum of degrees of acceptability de�ned by the system fAmgm2R+ and

the index measures the degree of acceptability of a trade. Hence, an acceptability index can
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be built not just via one single acceptance set A but via an acceptability system fAmgm2R+

such that

Am := fX 2 L1 j �(X) � mg

that is the set of those positions which have acceptability level abovem. This set is a convex

cone since �(x) is quasi-concave and scale invariance.

In particular, Cherny and Madan also found a one to one correspondence between

the acceptability index on L1 and a particular acceptability system fAmgm2R+ by mean

of the following theorem.

Theorem 15 (Thm.1 [CM09]) A map � : L1 ! [0;1] is an acceptability index if and

only if there exists an increasing family fQmgm2R+ of subsets of probabilities such that

�(X) = sup
�
m 2 R+ j X 2 Am

	
Am : =

�
X 2 L1 j inf

Q2Qm
EQ[X] � 0

�

Let f�mgm2R+ be a family of coherent risk measures increasing in m; then we can

write

Am := fX 2 L1 j �m(X) � 0g

and the acceptability index �(X) can be represented as

�(X) = sup
�
m 2 R+ j �m(X) � 0

	
:

In this version, the acceptability index of a position X represents the greatest

performance level m such that X is acceptable in terms of risk at that particular level q.

For this reason we start to refer to this index with the term of coherent acceptability index .
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In the following examples we show some performance measures, but only some of

them are coherent acceptability indices.

Example 16 (SR) The Sharpe Ratio of a �nancial position X, SR(X), introduced by

Sharpe (1964) [Sh64], is the ratio of the mean E[X] to the standard deviation �(X):

SR(X) :=

8>><>>:
E[X]
�(X) if E[X] > 0

0 otherwise

We exclude the negative values in order to consider positive performance measures. It is

easy to show that this measure is quasi-concave. However, the Sharpe Ratio does not satisfy

the monotonicity property and hence is not a coherent acceptability index.

Example 17 (GLR) The Gain-Loss Ratio of a �nancial position X, GLR(X), introduced

by Bernardo and Ledoit (2000) [BL00], is de�ned by the ratio of the mean to the expectation

of the negative tail:

GLR(X) :=

8>><>>:
E[X]
E[X�] if E[X] > 0

0 otherwise

where X� = max f�X; 0g :This performance measure is a coherent acceptability index, since

it is increasing monotone, quasi-concave, scale invariant and satis�es the Fatou Property.

In their work of 2009 Cherny and Madan also proposed some coherent acceptability

indices, we recall the RAROC(X) and the AIT (X).

Example 18 (RAROC) The Coherent Risk-Adjusted Return on Capital of a �nancial

position X, RAROC(X),is de�ned as the ratio of the mean to the coherent risk measure �:

RAROC(X) :=

8>><>>:
E[X]
�(X) if E[X] > 0

0 otherwise

(2.7)
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By convention, if �(X) � 0 then the RAROC(X) = +1: The RAROC is a coherent

acceptability index.

Example 19 (AIT) The TVAR Acceptability Index of X, AIT (X), is de�ned by:

AIT (X) := sup
n
m 2 R+ : AV@R 1

1+m
(X) � 0

o
where AV@R� is the Average Value at Risk at level � 2 (0; 1] as de�ned in (2.4) that is a

coherent risk measure. If X has a continuous distribution, it is possible to obtain a more

direct representation:

AIT (X) = (inf f� 2 (0; 1] j E[�X j �X � V@R�(X)] � 0g)�1 � 1.

Based on [CM09] and on [CMMMa], Drapeau and Kupper (2010) [DK10] de�ned

a quasi-convex risk measure via an acceptability system.

Theorem 20 (Thm. 1.7 [DK10]) Given fAmgm2R ; as collection of subsets Am � X

such that

1. Am is convex for any m, that is

if Y;X 2 Am ) �X + (1� �)Y 2 Am 8� 2 (0; 1)

2. fAmg is monotone increasing with respect to m, that is

if m � n) An � Am

3. Am is monotone for any m, that is

Y � X 2 Am ) Y 2 Am
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it is possible to associate a monotone decreasing and quasi-convex map � : X ! R

de�ned by:

�(X) := inf fm 2 R j X 2 Amg :

Vice versa, to any monotone decreasing and quasi-convex map � : X ! R we may associate

a family
�
Am�

	
m2R of acceptance sets (satisfying 1, 2, 3)

Am� := fX 2 X j �(X) � mg

such that:

�(X) := inf
�
m 2 R j X 2 Am�

	
.

2.2 On the Dual Representations

Let us start this section with some notation and de�nition useful to our end.

Notation 21 (X ; �) is a locally convex topological vector and ordered space and (X ; �)0 its

topological dual space, that is the vector space consisting of the � -continuous linear func-

tionals.

In the dual pairing (X ;X 0), the bilinear form h�; �i : X �X 0 ! R is given by hX;�i

and the linear function X 7! hX;�i = �(X), with � 2 X 0, is � -continuous.

Given a function f : X ! R [ f�1g [ f1g. The e¤ective domain of f , denoted

by Dom(f), is de�ned as:

Dom(f) := fX 2 X j f(X) <1g
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De�nition 22 A function f : X ! R[ f�1g[ f1g is said to be � -lower semicontinuous

(� -l.s.c.) if the lower level sets

fX 2 X j f(X) � cg 8c 2 R

are � -closed.

If f is � -lower semicontinuous (� -l.s.c.), then �f is � -upper semicontinuous (� -

u.s.c.), i.e. the upper level sets

fX 2 X j f(X) � cg 8c 2 R

are � -closed.

It is easy to prove that a further characterization of � -l.s.c. functions is:

8X 2 X s.t. Xn
�! X ) f(X) � lim inf

n!+1
f(Xn).

Naturally, f is a � -u.s.c. function if and only if:

8X 2 X s.t. Xn
�! X ) f(X) � lim sup

n!+1
f(Xn).

Any � -continuous function is both � -l.s.c. and � -u.s.c.

De�nition 23 Let f : X ! R [ f�1g [ f1g be a function such that the Dom(f) 6= ;.

The conjugate function f� : X 0 ! R [ f�1g [ f1g is the function:

f�(�) := sup
X2X

f�(X)� f(X)g

and whenever Dom(f�) 6= ;, the biconjugate of f , f��, is de�ned as the conjugate of f�:

f��(X) := sup
�2X 0

f�(X)� f�(�)g
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2.2.1 Coherent and Convex Risk Measures

The fundamental theorem on which is founded the dual representation of the

convex risk measure is the Fenchel-Moreau Theorem. For the proof we refer to the Theorem

5 in Rockafellar 1974 [ROC].

Theorem 24 (Fenchel-Moreau) Let f : X ! R [ f�1g [ f1g be convex, lower semi-

continuous and Dom(f) 6= ;, then f�� is well de�ned and

f = f��.

By this theorem, Frittelli Rosazza 2002 [FR02] derived some important conse-

quences starting from the additional properties that a risk measure has to satisfy.

Theorem 25 ([FR02]) Let f : X ! R [ f1g be convex, �(X ;X 0)-lower semicontinuous

and Dom(f) 6= ;. Then there exists a map � : X 0 ! R [ f1g convex and �(X ;X 0)-lower

semicontinuous such that

f(X) = sup
�2Dom(�)

f�(X)� �(�)g :

Suppose also that f(0) = 0. Furthermore:

a) if f is monotone increasing ) Dom(�) � X 0+

b) if f is such that f(X + c) = f(X) + c for any X 2 X and c 2 R ) Dom(�) �

f� 2 X 0 j �(1
) = 1g

c) if f satis�es a) and b) ) Dom(�) �
�
� 2 X 0+ j �(1
) = 1
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d) if f is positively homogeneous )

�(�) =

8>><>>:
0 � 2 Dom(�)

+1 � 2 X 0nDom(�)

Now we recall the dual representation of the convex risk measures in case of X =

L1(
;F ; P ), where (
;F ; P ) is a non atomic probability space.

We denote with ba := ba(
;F ; P ) the space of all the signed charge � : F ! R 1of

bounded variation (V� < +1) and absolutely continuous with respect to P (i.e. �� P )2:

ba(R) := f� signed charge j V� < +1 and �� Pg

where the variation of � is

V� = sup

(
nX
i=1

j�(Ai)j j fA1; :::; Ang partition of 

)

Under the pointwise algebraic operations of addition and scalar multiplication:

(�+ �)(A) := �(A) + �(A) and ��(A) := (��)(A) 8A 2 F

the pointwise ordering, �:

� � � if �(A) � �(A) 8A 2 F

and the variation norm k � k:= V�, the space of charge ba is a Banach space (and a lattice)

and the dual space of (L1(
;F ; P ); k � k1) (see the theorem 10.53 in [Ali]):

ba(
;F ; P ) = (L1(
;F ; P ); k � k1)0:
1A signed charge � : F ! R is any set function that is �nitely additive and such that �(;) = 0. A charge

is a nonnegative signed charge. Remember also that a measure is a charge that is countably additive.
2A signed charge � is absolutely continuous with respect to another signed charge �, written � � �, if

for each " > 0 there exists some � > 0 such that A 2 F and j�j (A) < � imply j�j (A) < " .
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Furthermore, it is easy to show that any convex risk measure � is k � k1-l.s.c.,

since it is k � k1-continuous, infact the decreasing monotonicity and the cash additivity

properties imply that any convex risk measure is k � k1-Lipschitz continuous, i.e.:

j �(X)� �(Xn) j�k X �Xn k1 for any n 2 N.

Under such assumptions the Fenchel Moreau Theorem 24 guarantees the dual

representation of any convex risk measure �, by the simple substitution �(X) = f(�X).

Theorem 26 ([FR02] and [FS02]) A convex risk measure � : L1(
;F ; P )! R admits

the following representation

�(X) = sup
�2ba+(1)

f�(�X)� �(�)g

where

ba+(1) = f� 2 ba+ : �(1
) = 1g

and � : ba+(1)! R[f+1g is called "penalty function".

In particular, if � is a coherent risk measure then

�(X) = sup
�2ba+(1)

f�(�X)g .

On the other hand, if we endowed L1(
;F ; P ) with the weak topology �(L1; L1)

we have that L1 := L1(
;F ; P ) is the topological dual:

L1 = (L1; �(L1; L1))0

Furthermore, the Radon-Nikodym theorem let us identify the set of the probability density

with the set Q of the probability Q absolutely continuous with respect to P , so:

Q := fQ� Pg =
�
dQ

dP
2 L1+ j E

�
dQ

dP

�
= 1

�
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In such case, it is possible to derive the dual representation of the convex risk measures by

the Theorem 24 if, in addition, the �(L1; L1)-l.s.c. holds.

Theorem 27 ([FR02] and [FS02]) Any convex risk measure � : L1(
;F ; P ) ! R that

is �(L1; L1)-l.s.c. admits the following representation:

�(X) = sup
Q2Q

fEQ(�X)� �(Q)g

where Q := fQ� Pg and � : Q ! R[f+1g is the "penalty function".

In particular, if � is a coherent risk measure and �(L1; L1)-l.s.c. then:

�(X) = sup
Q2Q

EQ(�X)

Before moving to the dual representation of the quasi-convex risk measures we

highlight a useful characterization of the �(L1; L1)-lower semicontinuity for the convex

risk measures (for the proof we refer to [FS04]).

Theorem 28 Let � : L1(
;F ; P ) ! R be a convex risk measure. Xn; X 2 L1(
;F ; P )

for any n 2 N. TFAE:

i) � is �(L1; L1)-l.s.c;

ii) A� is �(L1; L1)-closed;

iii) � satis�es the Fatou property: that is kXnk1 � k 2 R for all n 2 N and Xn ! X

P -a.s., then

�(X) � lim inf
n!+1

�(Xn)
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iv) � is continuous from above:

Xn # X P -a.s. then �(Xn) " �(X) P -a.s.

Remark 29 (Rmk 4.23 [FS04]) Let � be a convex measure of risk which is continuous

from below. Then � is also continuous from above.

2.2.2 Quasi-convex Risk Measures

In literature we �nd several contributes to the dual representation of quasi-convex

functions. In a general setting, such representation was provided by Penot and Volle [PV90]

and later reformulated by Volle [Vo98] in Th.3.4.

Penot-Volle Duality

Theorem 30 ([Vo98], [PV90]) Let f : X ! R := R [ f�1g [ f1g be quasi-convex and

lower semicontinuous. Then

f(X) = sup
�2X 0

F (�; �(X)) (2.8)

where F : X 0 � R! R is de�ned by

F (�; t) := inf
�2X

ff(�) j �(�) � tg :

This duality is, however, incomplete. In fact, there is no uniqueness: to any quasi-

convex function f is possible to associate multiple functions F (�; t): As a result, the duality

is only one directional: to a function f we can associate a function like F (�; t), but not vice

versa.
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More recently, Cerreia Vioglio et al. [CMMMb] and later Drapeau and Kupper

[DK10] addressed this problem. In both case the main result is a complete duality in-

volving monotone and quasi-convex real valued functions. [CMMMb] provided a solution

under fairly general conditions covering both the case of maps that are quasi-convex lower

semicontinuous and quasi-convex upper semicontinuous, whereas [DK10] treated the case of

quasi-convex lower semicontinuous maps under di¤erent assumptions on the vector space.

Since both of them found a unique representation, we have compared their representations

and proved that they coincide. We begin by reporting the result in [CMMMb], then we

explain how it is possible to move from this representation to the one presented in [DK10].

We report the assumption under which Drapeau and Kupper obtained their result and we

conclude with a new theorem for the complete monotone duality of the quasi-convex and

monotone maps.

Cerreia-Vioglio, Maccheroni, Marinacci, and Montrucchio Duality

Assumptions on the vector space in [CMMMb]

If (X , �) is an ordered normed space, we denote with X+ its positive cone

fX 2 X jX � 0g and by X 0+ the set of all positive functionals in X 0. We also set

� :=
�
� 2 X 0+ : k�k = 1

	
In the sequel, X 0 and any of its subsets will be always equipped with the weak* topology.

Let X be a M space with unit3 e. We recall that an M -space is a normed Riesz

3A positive element e is a unit if for all X 2 X there is some � � 0 such that jXj � �e.
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space4 equipped with an M -norm:

kX _ Y k = max fkXk , kY kg 8X;Y 2 X+.

We refer to [Ali], ch.9 for a detail study of the M -space. We only remember that

any normed Riesz space with order unit e can be turned into an M -space, provided e is

interior to the positive cone X 0+. The sup norm kXke = inf f� > 0 j jXj � �eg generated

by e is actually an equivalent M -norm.

If X is anM -space with unit, its closed unit ball is [�e; e] = fX 2 X j �e � X � eg.

Hence k�k = �(e) for all � 2 X 0+, and so

�e =
�
� 2 X 0+ : �(e) = 1

	
,

which is therefore a convex and weak* compact set. We denote e with 1 and

� := �1 =
�
� 2 X 0+ : �(1) = 1

	
.

The authors provided the dual representation of a more general class of function,

the so-called evenly quasi-concave functions. The �rst notion of even convexity and its basic

properties are due to Fenchel [Fe]. We need to recall some de�nitions.

De�nition 31 A subset C of X is evenly convex if it is the intersection of a family of open

half spaces. With the convention that such intersection is X if the family is empty.

It is also well known that a set C is evenly convex if and only if for each �X =2 C

there is �� 2 X 0� f0g such that

��( �X) < ��(X) 8X 2 C
4A Riesz space is an ordered vector space that is also a lattice.
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By standard separation results, both open convex sets and closed convex sets are evenly

convex.

Set R� := R� f0g, a subset C of �� R is said to be �-evenly convex if and only

if for each (��; �t) 2 �� R�C there exists (X; s) 2 X � R� such that

��(X) + �ts < �(X) + ts 8(�; t) 2 C.

Here is required that s is nonzero, which is stronger than requiring that both s and X are

nonzero. As a result, �-even convexity is slightly more than an extension to products of

topological vector spaces of the notion of even convexity. Clearly, �-evenly convex sets are

evenly convex.

De�nition 32 A function f : X ! R is:

i) evenly quasi-convex if all the lower sets fX 2 X jf(X) � cg are evenly convex 8c 2 R;

ii) evenly quasi-concave if all the upper sets fX 2 X jf(X) � cg are evenly convex 8c 2 R;

Similarly, a function f de�ned on �� R is:

�i) �-evenly quasi-convex if its lower level sets are �-evenly convex;

�ii) �-evenly quasi-concave if its upper level sets are �-evenly convex.

Note that �-evenly quasi-convex (quasi-concave) functions on � � R are evenly

quasi-convex (quasi-concave) on X 0 � R.

The following relations are easy to show:

f evenly quasi-convex) f quasi-convex
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f quasi-convex and u.s.c ) f evenly quasi-convex

f quasi-convex and l.s.c ) f evenly quasi-convex

The same results hold for the quasi-concave case (observing (2.6)).

It is clear that, under their assumptions, the authors covered both case of:

� quasi-convex risk measures � upper semicontinuous;

� quasi-convex risk measures � lower semicontinuous.

On the class of dual functions

LetH :=M�
qcx(��R) be the class (de�ned in [CMMMb]) of functionsH : ��R!

R such that:

H1) H(�; �) is increasing over R, for all � 2 �;

H2) for all �; � 2 �

sup
t2R

H(�; t) = sup
t2R

H(�; t)

H3) the function (�; t)! H(�; t) is ��evenly quasi-convex on �� R;

H4)

inf
�2�

H+(�; �(X)) = inf
�2�

H(�; �(X)):

where

H+(�; t) := inf
p>t
H(�; p)

is the right continuous version of H(�; �), which coincides with the upper semicontin-

uous envelope of H(�; �):
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Theorem 33 ([CMMMb]) If g : X ! R is quasi-concave monotone increasing and upper

semicontinuous then the only H 2 H such that

g(X) = inf
�2�

H(�; �(X)) (2.9)

is given by

H(�; t) := sup
�2X

fg(�) j �(�) � tg : (2.10)

Conversely, for every H 2 H there is a unique quasi-concave monotone increasing upper

semicontinuous g : X ! R such that (2.10) holds and g is given by (2.9).

From the [CMMMb] Duality to the [DK10] Duality

Our contribute to the dual representation of quasi-convex risk measure is given by

the following proposition, that allow to pass from the [CMMMb] to the [DK10] complete

duality.

Proposition 34 Let g : X ! R and H : �� R! R be de�ned by

H(�; t) := sup
�2X

fg(�) j �(�) � tg : (2.11)

The right continuous version of H(�; �) can be written as:

H+(�; t) := inf
p>t
H(�; p) = sup f� 2 R j (�; �) � tg ; (2.12)

where  : �� R! R is given by:

(�; �) := inf f�(X) j g(X) � �g , � 2 R:

Proof. Let the RHS of equation (2.12) be denoted by

S(�; t) := sup f� 2 R j (�; �) � tg , (�; t) 2 �� R;
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and note that S(�; �) is the right inverse of the increasing function (�; �) and therefore

S(�; �) is right continuous (see [FS04]).

Step I. To prove that H+(�; t) � S(�; t) it is su¢ cient to show that for all p > t we have:

H(�; p) � S(�; p); (2.13)

Indeed, if (2.13) is true

H+(�; t) = inf
p>t
H(�; p) � inf

p>t
S(�; p) = S(�; t);

as both H+ and S are right continuous in the second argument.

Writing explicitly the inequality (2.13)

sup
�2X

fg(�) j �(�) � pg � sup f� 2 R j (�; �) � pg

and letting � 2 X satisfying �(�) � p, we see that it is su¢ cient to show the existence of

� 2 R such that (�; �) � p and � � g(�). If g(�) = 1 then (�; �) � p for any � and

therefore S(�; p) = H(�; p) =1.

Suppose now that 1 > g(�) > �1 and de�ne � := g(�): As �(X) � p, we have:

(�; �) := inf f�(X) j g(X) � �g � p

Then � 2 R satis�es the required conditions.

Step II : To obtain H+(�; t) := infp>tH(�; p) � S(�; t) it is su¢ cient to prove

that, for all p > t; H(�; p) � S(�; t), that is :

sup
�2X

fg(�) j �(�) � pg � sup f� 2 R j (�; �) � tg : (2.14)
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Fix any p > t and consider any � 2 R such that (�; �) � t. By the de�nition of

, for all " > 0 there exists �" 2 X such that g(�") � � and �(�") � t+ ": Take " such that

0 < " < p� t. Then �(�") � p and g(�") � � and (2.14) follows.

Fix a quasi-convex monotone decreasing and lower semicontinuous map � : X ! R.

De�ne

�(X) := �g(X):

Then g : X ! R is a quasi-concave monotone increasing and upper semicontinuous map.

Applying Theorem 33 to the function g and applying the property H4 we deduce:

�(X) = � inf
�2�

H+(�; �(X))) = sup
�2�

�
�H+(�; �(X)

	
= sup

�2�
R(�;��(X));

where R : �� R! R is de�ned by

R(�; t) := �H+(�;�t);

H+ is given in (2.12), H in (2.10) and is unique in the class H. Applying (2.12) we get:

R(�; t) = �H+(�;�t) = inf f�� 2 R j (�; �) � �tg

= inf f� 2 R j �(�;��) � tg

= inf f� 2 R j �(�; �) � tg

where:

�(�; �) := �(�;��) = � inf f�(X) j g(X) � ��g

= sup f��(X) j �g(X) � �g = sup f�(�X) j �(X) � �g :
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Let Hlsc :=
�
R : �� R! R such that R(�; t) = �H+(�;�t), H 2 H

	
. The following re-

sult is then an immediate corollary of Theorem 33.

Corollary 35 If � : X ! R is quasi-convex monotone decreasing and lower semicontinuous

then the only R 2 Hlsc such that

�(X) = sup
�2�

R(�; �(�X)); (2.15)

is given by

R(�; t) := inf f� 2 R j �(�; �) � tg ; (2.16)

with

�(�; �) = sup f�(�X) j �(X) � �g :

Conversely, for every R 2 Hlsc there is a unique quasi-convex monotone decreasing lower

semicontinuous � : X ! R such that (2.16) holds and � is given by (2.15).

Notice that if R 2 Hlsc then R is left continuous (as H+ is right continuous) and

increasing in the second argument (from assumption H1).

Drapeau and Kupper [DK10] Duality

Assumptions on the vector space in [DK10]

Let X be a locally convex topological vector space and X 0 be its dual space. Let

� be a total preorder5 on X . Set the positive cone:

X+ := fX 2 X j X � 0g
5A total preorder is a transitive and complete binary relation. A binary relation � on X is transitive if

x � y and y � z implies x � z, and is complete if x � y or y � x for any x; y 2 X .
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and remember that the bipolar theorem states that X � Y when �(X � Y ) � 0 for all � in

the polar cone:

X 0+ :=
�
� 2 X 0 j �(X) � 0 for all X 2 X+

	
:

Assume that:

1. X is endowed with the �(X ;X 0) topology;

2. X+ is �(X ;X 0)-closed;

3. the set

Units :=
�
X 2 X+ j �(X) > 0 for all � 2 X 0+� f0g

	
is not empty.

De�ne the normalized polar set

�e :=
�
� 2 X 0+ : �(e) = 1

	
, for e 2 Units

As e will be �xed, we denote e = 1 and

� := �1

On the class of dual functions

Let R0 =
�
R : �� R! R such that R(�; �) is increasing and left-continuous

	
.

Let R := Rmax be the class (de�ned in [DK10]) of functions R : �� R! R such

that:

R1) R(�; �) is increasing over R, for all � 2 �;
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R2) for all �; � 2 �

inf
t2R
R(�; t) = inf

t2R
R(�; t);

R3) the function (�; t)! R(�; t) is quasi-concave on �� R;

R4) R+(�; t) := infp>tR(�; p) is upper semicontinuous in the �rst argument;

R5) R(��; t) = R(�; t=�) for any � 2 �, t 2 R and � > 0;

R6) R(�; �) is left-continuous over R, for all � 2 �:

Clearly R � R0.

Theorem 36 ([DK10] Theorem 2.7) If � : X ! R is quasi-convex monotone decreasing

and lower semicontinuous then the only R 2 R such that

�(X) = sup
�2�

R(�; �(�X)) (2.17)

is given by

R(�; t) := inf f� 2 R j �min(�; �) � tg ; (2.18)

where

�min(�; �) := sup f�(�X) j �(X) � �g , � 2 R:

Conversely, for every R 2 R the function � de�ned in (2.17) is quasi-convex monotone

decreasing and lower semicontinuous.

Comparison between [CMMMb] and [DK10] duality and conclusion

Assume that the space X satis�es the assumptions in both [CMMMb] and [DK10]

(for example take: X = (L1(
;F ;P); k � k1;�). From Theorem 36 and Corollary 35 we
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have:

�(X) = sup
�2�

R(�; �(�X))

where R is given in (2.18) or (2.16) and is unique in the class R and in the class Hlsc.

Therefore, R given in (2.18) or (2.16) is unique in the intersection of the two class, R\Hlsc.

Conclusion 37 Let � : X ! R be a quasi-convex monotone decreasing and lower semicon-

tinuous map. Then H given by

H(�; t) := sup
�2X

f��(�) j �(�) � tg (2.19)

belongs to H, the map H de�ned by

H(�; t) := �H+(�;�t) (2.20)

belongs to R and satis�es

H(�; t) = inf f� 2 R j �min(�; �) � tg (2.21)

�(X) := sup
�2�

H(�; �(�X)) = sup
�2�

�
�H+(�; �(X)

	
where

�min(�; �) := sup f�(�X) j �(X) � �g :

The following simple proposition shows that the equation (2.21) holds true.

Proposition 38 Suppose that H is given in (2.19), H in (2.20) and R is given in (2.18)

and is left continuous in the second argument. Then

H(�; t) = R(�; t)

for all (�; t) 2 �� R.
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Proof. Step I. To prove thatR(�; t) � H(�; t) := �H+(�;�t) = supp<t[�H(�;�p)]

it is su¢ cient to show that for all p < t we have: R(�; p) � �H(�;�p), i.e.:

inf f� 2 R j �min(�; �) � pg � inf
�2X

f�(�) j �(��) � pg]: (2.22)

Indeed, if (2.22) is true

R(�; t) = sup
p<t

R(�; p) � sup
p<t

�H(�;�p) = � inf
p<t
H(�;�p) = �H+(�;�t);

as R is left continuous in the second argument.

Let � satisfy �(��) � p. Then to prove (2.22) it is su¢ cient to show that there exists � 2 R

such that �min(�; �) � p and � � �(�). If �(�) = �1 then �min(�; �) � p for any � and

therefore R(�; p) = �H(�;�p) = �1.

Suppose now that 1 > �(�) > �1 and de�ne � := �(�): As �(�X) � p we have:

�min(�; �) := sup f�(�X) j �(X) � �g � p:

Then � 2 R satis�es the required conditions.

Step II : To obtain R(�; t) � H(�; t) := �H+(�;�t) = supp<t[�H(�;�p)] it is

su¢ cient to prove that, for all p < t; R(�; t) � �H(�;�p), that is :

inf f� 2 R j �min(�; �) � tg � inf
�2X

f�(�) j �(��) � pg]:

Fix any p < t and consider any � 2 R such that �min(�; �) � t. Then for all " > 0 there

exists �" 2 X such that �(�") � � and �(��") � t� ": Take " such that 0 < " < t�p. Then

�(��") � p and �(�") � � and the inequality follows.
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2.2.3 Quasi-concave Acceptability Indices

In this subsection we provide the dual representation of quasi-concave and monotone

increasing maps, on the light of the result in [CMMMb], reported in [33], and the proposition

[34]. So that we cover the case of quasi-concave acceptability indices.

De�nition 39 (Quasi-concave Acceptability Index) A quasi-concave acceptability in-

dex is a map � : X ! [0;1] that it is increasing monotone and quasi-concave.

The Fatou property mentioned in the de�nition [13] is here replaced by another

appropriate continuity condition, i.e. the continuous from above (CFA). For the assumption

on the space X we use the Notations 21.

Theorem 40 Let � : X ! R be a quasi-concave acceptability index, that is continuous

from above. Then

�(X) = inf
�2�

H(�; �(X)) = inf
�2�

H+(�; �(X)) for all X 2 X

where

� :=
�
� 2 X 0+ j �(1) = 1

	
H : X 0 � R! R is de�ned by

H(�; t) := sup
�2X

f�(�) j �(�) � tg for all (�; t) 2 X 0 � R

and its right continuous version H+(�; �):

H+(�; t) := inf
s>t
H(�; s) = sup f� 2 R j t � (�; �)g

where  : X 0 � R! R is given by:

(�; �) := inf
X2X

f�(X) j �(X) � �g , � 2 R:
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Proof. Step 1: �(X) = inf�2�H(�; �(X)):

Fix X 2 X . As X 2 f� 2 X j �(�) � �(X)g, by the de�nition of H(�; t) we deduce

that, for all � 2 X 0;

H(�; �(X)) � �(X)

hence

inf
�2X 0

H(�; �(X)) � �(X):

We prove the opposite inequality. Let " > 0 and de�ne the set

C" := f� 2 X j �(�) � �(X) + "g

As � is quasi-concave and �(X ;X 0)-upper semicontinuous, C is convex and �(X;�)�closed.

Since X =2 C", the Hahn Banach theorem implies the existence of a continuous linear

functional that strongly separates X and C"; that is there exist k 2 R and �" 2 X 0 such

that

�"(�) > k > �"(X) for all � 2 C":

Hence

f� 2 X j �"(�) � �"(X)g � Cc" := f� 2 X j �(�) < �(X) + "g

and

�(X) � inf
�2X 0

H(�; �(X)) � H(�"; �"(X))

= sup f�(�) j � 2 X and �"(�) � �"(X)g

� sup f�(�) j � 2 X and �(�) < �(X) + "g � �(X) + ":
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Therefore, �(X) = inf�2X 0 H(�; �(X)). To show that the inf can be taken over the positive

cone X 0+, it is su¢ cient to prove that �" � X 0+. Let Y 2 X+ and � 2 C": Given that � is

monotone increasing, � + nY 2 C" for every n 2 N and we have:

�"(� + nY ) > k > �"(X)) �"(Y ) >
�"(X � �)

n
! 0; as n!1:

As this holds for any Y 2 X+ we deduce that �" � X 0+. Therefore, �(X) = inf�2X 0
+
H(�; �(X)).

By de�nition of H(�; t),

H(�; �(X)) = H(��;E[X(��)]) 8� 2 X 0 and � 6= 0:

Hence we deduce

�(X) = inf
�2X 0

H(�; �(X)) = inf
�2�
H(�; �(X)):

Step 2: �(X) = inf�2�H+(�; �(X)):

Since H(�; �) is increasing and � 2 X 0+ we obtain

H+(�; �(X)) := inf
s>E[�X]

H(�; s) � lim
Xm#X

H(�; �(Xm));

�(X) = inf
�2X 0

+

H(�; �(X)) � inf
�2X 0

+

H+(�; �(X)) � inf
�2X 0

+

lim
Xm#X

H(�; �(Xm))

= lim
Xm#X

inf
�2X 0

+

H(�; �(Xm)) = lim
Xm#X

�(Xm)
(CFA)
= �(X):

Step 3: H+(�; t) := infs>tH(�; s) = sup f� 2 R j t � (�; �)g follows from 34.

2.2.4 Law Invariant Risk Measures

In order to facilitate a comparison with a particular class of risk measures that

we introduce in the Chapter 3, we highlight the main results on the dual representation of

law-invariance risk measures.
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In the furthering, we assume that the probability space (
;F ; P ) is rich enough

to support random variables with continuous distribution. This condition is equivalent to

require that (
;F ; P ) is atomless (see Prop. A.27 in [FS04]).

We denote with FX the distribution function of the random variableX with respect

to P and we write

X �D Y , FX � FY

The right-continuous inverse of FX is de�ned as

q+(t) := inffx 2 R j FX(x) > tg 8t 2 [0; 1)

and it is called the right-quantile of X. Further details on quantile functions can be found

in the Appendix A.3. of [FS04]. Here we just recall the Remark A.16. of [FS04] for which

holds that

q+(t) = supfx 2 R j FX(x) � tg.

De�nition 41 A risk measure � : X ! R is law invariant under P if

X �D Y ) �(X) = �(Y )

Namely, it assigns the same riskiness to two �nancial positions X;Y 2 X that are identically

distributed with respect to the probability P given a priori.

Here we study the law invariant risk measures de�ned on the space X = L1(
;F ; P ).

We begin by reporting the result of Kusuoka 2001 [K01] that characterized the

class of law invariant coherent risk measures with the Fatou property.
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Theorem 42 (Thm. 4 [K01]) A map � : L1(
;F ; P ) ! R is a law invariant coherent

risk measure with the Fatou property if and only if

�(X) = sup
�2P((0;1])

R
(0;1]AV@Rs(X)�(ds)

where P((0; 1]) is the compact convex set of probability measures on (0; 1] and AV@Rs is

de�ned as in [2.3].

Frittelli and Rosazza 2005 [FR05] generalized the previous result to the case of

convex risk measures continuous from above. Remember that in the case of convex risk

measures on L1(
;F ; P ) the Fatou property coincides with the continuity from above (see

Lemma 28).

Theorem 43 (Thm.7 [FR05]) A map � : L1(
;F ; P ) ! R is a law invariant convex

risk measure continuous from above if and only if

�(X) = sup
�2P((0;1])

�R
(0;1]AV@Rs(X)�(ds)� �min(�)

�
where P((0; 1]) is the compact convex set of probability measures on (0; 1], AV@Rs is de�ned

as in [2.3] and

�min(�) = sup
X2A�

R
(0;1]AV@Rs(X)�(ds)

= sup
X2L1

�R
(0;1]AV@Rs(X)�(ds)� �(X)

�

The following theorem represents another version of the dual representation of law

invariant convex risk measures, that points out the one-to-one correspondence between laws

of probability measures � on (0; 1] and the Radon-Nykodim densities dQdP . Infact, it easy to
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show (see [FS04] p184) that for any probability measure � 2 P((0; 1]) there is a probability

Q 2 Q := fQ� Pg such that

R
(0;1]AV@Rs(X)�(ds) =

R 1
0 q�X(t)q dQ

dP
(t)dt:

holds, by de�ning

q dQ
dP
(t) :=

Z
(1��;1]

�(ds)

�

and observing that q�X(t) = V@R1�s(X).

Theorem 44 (Thm.12 [FR05]) A map � : L1(
;F ; P ) ! R is a law invariant convex

risk measure continuous from above if and only if

�(X) = sup
Q2Q

�R 1
0 q�X(t)q dQ

dP
(t)dt� �min(Q)

�
and the minimal penalty function

�min(Q) = sup
X2A�

R 1
0 q�X(t)q dQ

dP
(t)dt

= sup
X2L1

�R 1
0 q�X(t)q dQ

dP
(t)dt� �(X)

�

An important result for the law invariant convex risk measures has been obtained

by Jouini, Schachermayer and Touzi, (2006) [JST06]. They showed that the Fatou property

may actually be dropped as it is automatically implied by the hypothesis of law invariance, in

other words every law invariant convex risk measure is already weakly lower semicontinuous.

Theorem 45 (Thm.2.2 [JST06]) If � : L1(
;F ; P )! R is a law invariant convex risk

measure. Then � is �(L1; L1)�l.s.c. and has the Fatou property.
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Recently, Cerreia-Vioglio, Maccheroni, Marinacci and Montrucchio (2011) [CMMMa]

have provided a robust dual representation for law invariant quasi-convex risk measures that

are continuous from below. They also proved that for a quasi-convex risk measure such con-

dition is equal to the weakly upper semicontinuity (�(L1; L1)�u.s.c.).

Theorem 46 (Thm.10 [CMMMa]) A map � : L1(
;F ; P ) ! R is a law invariant

�(L1; L1)�u.s.c. quasi-convex risk measure if and only if

� (X) = max
Q2Q

R

�
Q;

1R
0

q�X(t)q dQ
dP
(t)dt

�
8X 2 L1

where

R(Q; s) = inf

�
�(Y ) j

1R
0

q dQ
dP
(t)qY (1� t)dt = �s

�
8(Q; s) 2 Q� R.

In a recent note, Svindland (2010) [S10] has shown that also quasi-convex k�k1�l.s.c.

law invariant risk measures are already weakly lower semicontinuous.

Remark 47 ([S10]) If � : L1(
;F ; P ) ! R is a law invariant k�k1�l.s.c. quasi-convex

risk measure. Then � is �(L1; L1)�l.s.c.

The last result we recall is by Drapeau, Kupper and Reda (2010) [DKR10]. They

provided a robust representation of law invariant quasi-convex risk measures that now are

k�k1�l.s.c.

Theorem 48 (Thm.3.2 [DKR10]) A map � : L1(
;F ; P ) ! R is a law invariant and

k�k1�l.s.c. quasi-convex risk measure if and only if there exists a unique R 2 R such that

� (X) = max
q dQ
dP

2�
R

�
q dQ
dP
;
1R
0

q�X(t)q dQ
dP
(t)dt

�
8X 2 L1
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where � :=
�
q dQ
dP
: (0; 1]! [0;+1) j q dQ

dP
is non decreasing, right-continuous and

1R
0

q dQ
dP
(t)dt = 1

�
and

R(q dQ
dP
; s) = sup fm 2 R j �min(Q;m) < sg 8(q dQ

dP
; s) 2 �� R

for

�min(q dQ
dP
;m) = sup

X2Am

1R
0

q�X(t)q dQ
dP
(t)dt.

2.3 Elements of Dynamic Risk Measures and Acceptability

Indices

Thus far we have dealt with the risk measures in a static context, arguing the

problem of quantifying today the riskiness of �nancial positions with a future maturity at

time T . In this section we provide a brief introduction to the concept of conditional and

dynamic risk measure. The main idea is "monitoring" the riskiness of �nancial positions at

di¤erent times t between today and the maturity T .

We start by introducing some notation on the basis of this conditional setting. Let

(
;FT ; P ) be the probability space. The information available to the agent who is assessing

the riskiness of the �nancial position X at the time t is described by a sub �-algebra Ft of

the total information FT , so that:

Ft � FT .

We denote with LpFT := Lp(
;FT ; P ) for p > 1 the set of all real-valued, FT -

measurable and p-integrable random variables, where each element X 2 LpFT represents

the random payo¤ to be delivered to an agent at a �xed future date T . While, L0Ft :=
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L0(
;Ft; P ) is the set of all random variables de�ned on the probability space (
;Ft; P ),

where each element represents the market value of the same �nancial positions at time t.

De�nition 49 ([DS05]) Given a time t 2 [0; T ]. A conditional risk measure is a map

�t : L
p
FT ! L0Ft.

This de�nition is intuitive, since it is natural that the conditional risk measure is

a map assigning to every FT -measurable random variable X, representing a �nal payo¤, a

Ft-measurable random variable �t(X), representing the riskiness of the �nancial position at

time t, .i.e. "conditionally" to the information available in t.

Detlefsen and Scandolo (2004) [DS05] proved that the conditional convex risk

measures satisfy a suitable property, called regularity property.

De�nition 50 A map �t : L
p
FT ! L0Ft is regular (REG) if 8X;Y 2 L

p
FT and 8A 2 Ft

�t(X1A + Y 1
C
A) = �t(X)1A + �t(Y )1

C
A P � a:s:

If �t is such that �t(0) = 0, we have the following further characterizations of the regularity

property 8X;Y;Xn 2 LpFT and 8A 2 Ft:

i) �t(X1A) = �t(X)1A P�a.s.

ii) �t(X1A + Y 1CA) = �t(X)1A + �t(Y )1
C
A P�a.s.

This property means that if we know that an event A 2 Ft is prevailing, then

the riskiness of X should depend only on what is really possible to happen, i.e. on the

restriction of X to A.
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We also refer to Detlefsen and Scandolo (2004) [DS05] for the de�nition of con-

ditional convex and coherent risk measures, that in general extend the notion we already

know to the conditional case. We only recall that:

Remark 51 Every conditional convex risk measure is regular.

In order to represent the continuous assessment in the time interval [0; T ] of the

riskiness of a �nal payo¤X occurring in T , Wang [W99] introduced the notion of dynamic

risk measure as a collection of conditional risk measures. If (Ft)t2[0;T ] is the �ltration of

�-algebras describing how the total information FT is disclosed through time, such that

(
;FT ; (Ft)t2[0;T ]; P ) is a �ltered probability space, then it is natural to de�ne a dynamic

risk measure as follows:

De�nition 52 ([FR04]) A dynamic risk measure (DRM) is a family (�t)t2[0;T ] such that:

i) �t : L
p
FT ! L0Ft for all t 2 [0; T ];

ii) �0 is a static risk measure;

iii) �T (X) = �X P�a.s. 8X 2 LpFT .

De�nition 53 A DRM (�t)t2[0;T ] is called CONVEX if it satis�es 8X;Y 2 L
p
FT :

M) decreasing monotonicity: X � Y ) �t(X) � �t(Y ) P�a.s. 8 t 2 [0; T ];

TI) translation invariance: 8 Z Ft�measurable in LpFT �t(X+Z) = �t(X)�Z P�a.s.

8 t 2 [0; T ];
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C) convexity: if 8� 2 L0Ft s.t. 0 � � � 1;

�t(�X + (1� �)Y ) � ��t(X) + (1� �)�t(Y )

P�a.s. for any t 2 [0; T ];

N) �t(0) = 0.

A DRM (�t)t2[0;T ] is called COHERENT if it satis�es M), TI) and 8X;Y 2 L
p
FT :

SA) subadditivity: �t(X + Y ) � �t(X) + �t(Y ) P�a.s. 8 t 2 [0; T ];

PH) positive homogeneity: 8 � � 0; �t(�X) = ��t(X) P�a.s. 8 t 2 [0; T ];

Risk measurements of the same payo¤ at di¤erent dates t should be related in

some way. The issue of time-consistency was addressed by Artzner et al. [ADHEK], for the

coherent case, and Detlefsen and Scandolo [DS05] generalized this result to the dynamic

convex risk measures.

De�nition 54 A DRM (�t)t2[0;T ] is time-consistent if 8t 2 [0; T ] and 8X;Y 2 L
p
FT

�t(X) = �t(Y )) �0(X) = �0(Y ) P � a.s.

or equivalently 8t 2 [0; T ]; 8X 2 LpFT and 8A 2 Ft

�0(X1A) = �0(��t(X)1A) P � a.s.

The �nancial meaning of time consistency is that if two payo¤s will have the same

riskiness at time t in every state of nature, then the same conclusion should be valid today.

If �t(X) is the conditional capital requirement that has to be set aside at date t in view
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of the �nal payo¤ X, then the risky position is equivalently described today, by the payo¤

��t(X) occurring in t.

As in the static case, the immediate generalization of the convexity requirement is

the quasiconvexity also in the conditional setting.

De�nition 55 A map �t : L
p
FT ! L0Ft is quasi-convex (QCONV) if 8X;Y 2 LpFT and

8� 2 L0Ft s.t. 0 � � � 1;

�t(�X + (1� �)Y ) � �t(X) _ �t(Y );

or equivalently if all the lower level sets

A(Z) =
n
X 2 LpFT : �t(X) � Z

o
8Z 2 L0Ft

are conditionally convex, i.e.

8X;Y 2 A(Z)) �X + (1� �)Y 2 A(Z)

Recently, Frittelli and Maggis (2010) [FM11] have provided the dual representation

of conditional quasi-convex maps in a more general setting. We start by reporting the

notations and the assumptions on the spaces.

Notations:

� LFT := L(
;FT ; P ) � L0(
;FT ; P ) is a lattice of FT -measurable random variables;

� LFt := L(
;Ft; P ) � L0(
;Ft; P ) is a lattice of Ft-measurable random variables;

� L�FT := (LFT ; �)
� is the order continuous dual of (LFT ; �) which is also a lattice.

Assumptions on the spaces:
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� LFT (resp. LFt) satis�es the property 1F (resp. 1Ft):

X 2 LFT and A 2 FT ) (X1A) 2 LFT

� (LFT ; �(LFT ; L�FT )) is a locally convex topological vector space;

� L�FT ,! L1FT

� L�FT satis�es the property 1FT .

For example, the Lp spaces satis�es these assumptions: LFT := L
p
FT with p 2 [1;1]

and L�FT = L
q
FT ,! L1FT (with q = 1 when p =1).

Frittelli and Maggis [FM11] provided a complete duality and a unique representa-

tion for the conditional quasi-convex maps �t under the additional condition that either �t

is �(LFT ; L
�
FT )�l.s.c., i.e. all the lower level sets

A(Z) = fX 2 LFT : �t(X) � Zg 8Z 2 LFt

are �(LFT ; L
�
FT )�closed, or alternatively �t is �(LFT ; L

�
FT )�u.s.c..

Furthermore, under very weak assumptions on the space LFT and when �t : LFT !

LFt is M and QCONV, the condition that �t is �(LFT ; L
�
FT )�l.s.c. is equivalent to �t is con-

tinuous from above (CFA). Thus in the following results, we may replace �(LFT ; L
�
FT )�l.s.c.

with CFA.

Theorem 56 ([FM11]) A �t : LFT ! LFt is M, QCONV, REG and either �(LFT ; L
�
FT )�l.s.c.

or �(LFT ; L
�
FT )�u.s.c. if and only if there exists S 2 S such that

�t(X) = ess sup
Q2L�FT \P

S(Q;EQ[�XjFt])
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where

P :=
�
dQ

dP
j Q� P and Q probability

�
.

S(Q;Y ) := ess inf
�2LFT

f�t(�) j EQ[��jFt] � Y g ; Y 2 LFt

and the class is de�ned

S :=
�
S : L�FT � L

0
Ft ! �L0Ft such that S(Q; �) is M, REG and CFA

	
Note that any map S : L�FT � L

0
Ft ! �L0Ft such that S(Q; �) is M and REG is automatically

QCONV in the �rst component.

Observe that the dual representation of (QCONV) conditional maps turns out to

have the same structure of the real valued case, but the expectations are conditional on the

available information Ft.

The following corollary provides the robust representation of the conditional con-

vex maps, that was proved by [DS05].

Corollary 57 ([DS05]) Suppose that the assumptions of the previous theorem hold true.

Suppose that for every Q 2 L�FT \ PFt, where

PFt :=
�
dQ

dP
j Q 2 P and Q = P on Ft

�
;

and for any � 2 LFT we have that EQ[��jFt] 2 LFT : If �t : LFT ! LFt satis�es in addition

TI then

S(Q;EQ[�XjFt]) = EQ[�XjFt]� �(Q)

and

�t(X) = ess sup
Q2L�FT \PFt

fEQ[�XjFt]� �(Q)g
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where � : PFt ! �L0Ft is the random penalty function.

Note that the additional information Ft allows to a-priori exclude some probabilis-

tic models. Infact, only PFt � P enter the representation. The interpretation is simple:

smaller is the information Ft, larger is the subset PFt of probabilistic models which can be

considered in the worst case representation.

In a recent work Bielecki, Cialenco and Zhang (2011) [BCZ11] argued the accept-

ability indices in the dynamic case. Now we just recall the representation result in order to

stress the link to the coherent dynamic risk measures.

Theorem 58 ([BCZ11] ) A map �t : L1FT ! [0;1] is a dynamic coherent acceptability

index if and only if there exists an increasing family of dynamic coherent risk measures

f�mt gm2R+ such that

�(X) = sup
�
m 2 R+ j �mt (X) � 0

	
or alternatively, if and only if there exists an increasing family fQmgm2R+ of dynamic

subsets of probabilities such that

�(X) = sup

�
m 2 R+ j inf

Q2Qm
EQ[XjFt] � 0

�
.
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Part II

Part: Applications
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Chapter 3

Value At Risk with

Probability/Loss function

In this chapter we introduce a new class of law invariant risk measures � : P(R)!

R [ f+1g that are directly de�ned on the set P(R) of probability measures on R and are

monotone and quasi-convex on P(R).

As Cherny and Madan (2009) [CM09] pointed out, for a (translation invariant)

coherent risk measure de�ned on random variables, all the positions can be split in two

classes: acceptable and not acceptable; in contrast, for an acceptability index there is a

whole continuum of degrees of acceptability de�ned by a system fAmgm2R of sets. This

formulation has been further investigated by Drapeau and Kupper (2010) [DK10] for the

quasi convex case.

We adopt this approach and we build the maps � from a family fAmgm2R of
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acceptance sets of distribution functions by de�ning:

�(P ) := � sup fm 2 R j P 2 Amg :

In Section 3.2 we study the properties of such maps, we provide some speci�c

examples and in particular we propose an interesting generalization of the classical notion

of V@R�.

The key idea of our proposal - the de�nition of the �V@R in Section 3.3 - arises

from the consideration that in order to assess the risk of a �nancial position it is necessary

to consider not only the probability � of the loss, as in the case of the V@R�, but the

dependence between such probability � and the amount of the loss. In other terms, a risk

adverse agent is willing to accept greater losses only with smaller probabilities. Hence, we

replace the constant � with a (increasing) function � : R![0; 1] de�ned on losses, which

we call Probability/Loss function. The balance between the probability and the amount of

the losses is incorporated in the de�nition of the family of acceptance sets

Am := fQ 2 P(R) j Q(�1; x] � �(x); 8x � mg , m 2 R:

If PX is the distribution function of the random variable X; our new measure is de�ned by:

�V@R(PX) := � sup fm j P (X � x) � �(x); 8x � mg :

As a consequence, the acceptance sets Am are not obtained by the translation of A0 which

implies that the map is not any more translation invariant. However, the similar property

�V@R(PX+�) = �
�V@R(PX)� �;

where ��(x) = �(x+ �), holds true and is discussed in Section 3.3.
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The V@R� and the worst case risk measure are special cases of the �V@R.

In Section 3.4 we address the dual representation of these maps. We choose to

de�ne the risk measures on the entire set P(R) and not only on its subset of probabilities

having compact support. We endow P(R) with the �(P(R); Cb(R)) topology. The selection

of this topology is also justi�ed by the fact (see Proposition 64) that for monotone maps

�(P(R); Cb(R))-l.s.c: is equivalent to continuity from below.

Except for � = +1, we show that there are no convex, �(P(R); Cb(R)) � lsc

translation invariant maps � : P(R) ! R [ f+1g. But there are many quasi-convex

and �(P(R); Cb(R))-l.s.c: maps � : P(R) ! R [ f+1g that in addition are monotone

and translation invariant, as for example the V@R�, the entropic risk measure and the

worst case risk measure. This is another good motivation to adopt quasi convexity versus

convexity.

Finally we provide the dual representation of quasi-convex, monotone and �(P(R); Cb(R))-

l.s.c: maps � : P(R)! R [ f+1g - de�ned on the entire set P(R) - and compute the dual

representation of the risk measures associated to families of acceptance sets and conse-

quently of the �V@R.

3.1 Risk Measures de�ned on distributions

Let (
;F ;P) be a non atomic probability space and we denote with L0 =: L0(
;F ;P)

the space of F measurable random variables that are P almost surely �nite de�ned on

(
;F ;P) and that take values in (R, BR), where BR is the �-�eld of the Borel sets.

Any random variable X 2 L0 induces a distribution, that is a probability measure
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PX on (R, BR) de�ned by

PX(B) := P(X�1(B)) for any B 2 BR

We refer to a distribution also with the term lottery.

Let us denote with P =: P(R) the convex set of the distributions and FX(x) :=

PX(�1; x] is the distribution function of X. We refer to [Ali] Chapter 15 for a detailed

study of P. Here we just recall some basic notions: for any X 2 L0 we have PX 2 P so

that we will associate to any random variable a unique element in P. If P(X = x) = 1 for

some x 2 R then PX turns out to be the delta distribution �x that concentrates the mass

in the point x.

According to the de�nition 41, we remember that a risk measure � : L ! R :=

R [ f�1g [ f1g, de�ned on given subset L � L0; is law invariant if for any X;Y 2 L

PX = PY , �(X) = �(Y ).

As underlined by Weber 2006 [W06], since these risk measures depend only on the

distribution of �nancial positions, they can either be considered as functionals on spaces of

random variables or spaces of distributions. In the �rst case, the quasiconvexity of the risk

measures leads to re�ne the robust representation, as recalled in the Theorem 46.

Here we consider the second perspective, that is, the interpretation of risk measures

as functionals of distributions. To this end, we shift the problem to the set P by de�ning

the new map � : P ! R as

�(PX) = �(X).

This map � is well de�ned on the entire P, since there exists a bi-injective relation between

P and the quotient space L0

�D , where the equivalence is given by X �D Y , PX = PY .
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However, P is only a convex set and the usual operations on P are not induced by those on

L0, namely

(PX + PY )(A) = PX(A) + PY (A) 6= PX+Y (A); A 2 BR.

We will also consider the �rst order stochastic dominance on P de�ned by:

Q 4mon P , FP (x) � FQ(x) for all x 2 R;

where FP (x) = P (�1; x] and FQ(x) = Q(�1; x] are the distribution functions of P;Q 2 P.

It will be more convenient to adopt on P the opposite order relation:

P 4 Q , Q 4mon P , FP (x) � FQ(x) for all x 2 R:

The �nancial interpretation is natural: the �nancial position X has a lower level of risk

with respect to 4 since the probability induced by X, FX , concentrates more probability

on higher values of x, indeed FX(x), goes faster to zero as x ! �1 and slower to one as

x! +1:

De�nition 59 A Risk Measure on P is a map � : P ! R [ f+1g such that:

(Mon) � is monotone: P 4 Q implies �(P ) � �(Q);

(QCo) � is quasi-convex: �(�P + (1� �)Q) � �(P ) _ �(Q), � 2 [0; 1]:

The increasing (instead of decreasing) monotonicity assumption can be deduced

by the case of risk measures on random variables, simply observing that X � Y P-a.s.

implies PX 4 PY .

Also in this case, quasiconvexity can be equivalently reformulated in terms of

sublevel sets.
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Remark 60 A map � : P ! R [ f+1g is quasi-convex if and only if

every lower set Ac = fP 2 P j �(P ) � cg 8c 2 R is convex.

As recalled in [W06] this notion of quasiconvexity is di¤erent from the one given

for random variables (as in [FS04]) because it does not concern diversi�cation of �nancial

positions. In this context the risk perception is focused on the probability of a loss rather

than in terms of values and the diversi�cation principle is naturally in terms of compound

lotteries. A natural interpretation of this principle is the following: whenever two probability

measures P and Q are acceptable at some level c and � 2 [0; 1] is a probability, then the

compound lottery �P + (1 � �)Q, which randomizes over P and Q, is also acceptable at

the same level. In terms of random variables (namely X;Y which induce PX ; PY ) the

randomized probability �PX + (1 � �)PY will correspond to some random variable Z 6=

�X + (1� �)Y so that the diversi�cation is realized at the level of distribution and not at

the level of portfolio selection.

As suggested by [W06], we de�ne the translation operator Tm on the set P by:

TmP (�1; x] = P (�1; x�m]; for every m 2 R:

Equivalently, if PX is the probability distribution of the random variable X we de�ne the

translation operator as

TmPX = PX+m; m 2 R:

As a consequence we map the distribution FX(x) into FX(x �m). Notice that TmP 4 P

for any m > 0.

De�nition 61 If � : P ! R [ f+1g is a risk measure on P, we say that
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(TrI) � is translation invariant if

�(TmP ) = �(P )�m; m 2 R

Notice that (TrI) corresponds exactly to the notion of cash additivity for risk

measures de�ned on a space of random variables as introduced in [ADEH99] (see Def. 1).

It is well known (see [CMMMa]) that for maps de�ned on random variables, qua-

siconvexity and cash additivity imply convexity. However, in the context of distributions

(QCo) and (TrI) do not imply convexity of the map �, as can be shown with the simple

examples of the V@R� and the worst case risk measure �w (see the examples in Section

3.2.1).

Additional topological conditions and results

It�s well known that P(R) spans the space of all signed measures of bounded

variations on R,

ca(R) := f� signed measure j V� < +1g

where

V� = sup

(
nX
i=1

j�(Ai)j j fAi; :::; Ang partition of R
)

and ca(R) (or simply ca) endowed with the norm V� is norm complete and an AL-space 1.

Let Cb(R) (or simply Cb) be the space of bounded continuous function f : R! R.

We endow ca(R) with the weak� topology �(ca; Cb). The dual pairing h�; �i : Cb � ca ! R
1A normed Riesz space equipped with an L-norm (i.e a lattice norm s.t x; y � 0 ) kx+ yk = kxk+ kyk)

is an L-space. In case the space is also complete, it is called AL-space (see [Ali] for further details).
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is given by

hf; �i =
Z
fd�

and the function � 7!
R
fd� (� 2 ca) is �(ca; Cb) continuous.

Notice that P is a �(ca; Cb)-closed convex subset of ca (p. 507 in [Ali]) so that

�(P; Cb) is the relativization of �(ca; Cb) to P and any �(P; Cb)-closed subset of P is also

�(ca; Cb)-closed.

Even though (ca; �(ca; Cb)) is not metrizable in general, its subset P is separable

and metrizable (see [Ali], Th.15.12) and therefore when dealing with convergence in P we

may work with sequences instead of nets.

For every real function F we denote by C(F ) the set of points in which the function

F is continuous.

Theorem 62 ([Shi] Theorem 2, p.314) Suppose that Pn, P 2 P. Then

Pn
�(P;Cb)�! P , FPn(x)! FP (x) 8x 2 C(FP ).

A sequence of probabilities fPng � P is increasing, denoted with Pn ", if

FPn(x) � FPn+1(x) 8x 2 R and 8n:

De�nition 63 Suppose that Pn, P 2 P. We say that Pn " P whenever

Pn " and FPn(x) " FP (x) for every x 2 C(FP ).

(CfB) � is continuous from below if

Pn " P implies �(Pn) " �(P ).
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The selection of the topology �(P(R); Cb(R)) is also justi�ed by the fact that

for monotone maps �(P(R); Cb(R))-lower semicontinuity. is equivalent to continuity from

below. This result is shown in the following proposition.

Proposition 64 Let � : P ! R be (Mon). Then the following are equivalent:

� is �(P; Cb)-lower semicontinuous

� is continuous from below.

Proof. Let � be �(P; Cb)-lower semicontinuous and suppose that Pn " P . Then

FPn(x) " FP (x) for every x 2 C(FP ) and we deduce from Theorem 62 that Pn
�(P;Cb)�! P .

(Mon) implies �(Pn) " and k := limn�(Pn) � �(P ). The lower level set Ak = fQ 2 P j

�(Q) � kg is �(P; Cb) closed and, since Pn 2 Ak; we also have P 2 Ak; i.e. �(P ) = k, and

� is continuous from below.

Conversely, suppose that � is continuous from below. As P is metrizable we may

work with sequences instead of nets. For k 2 R consider Ak = fP 2 P j �(P ) � kg and a

sequence fPng � Ak such that Pn
�(P;Cb)�! P 2 P. We need to show that P 2 Ak: Lemma

65 shows that each FQn := (infm�n FPm) ^ FP is the distribution function of a probability

measure Qn 2 P. Notice that FQn � FPn and Qn ". From Pn
�(P;Cb)�! P and the de�nition of

Qn, we deduce that FQn(x) " FP (x) for every x 2 C(FP ) so that Qn " P . From (Mon) and

Qn 4 Pn, we get �(Qn) � �(Pn): From (CfB) then: �(P ) = limn�(Qn) � lim infn�(Pn) �

k. Thus P 2 Ak:

Lemma 65 For every Pn
�(P;Cp)�! P we have that

FQn := inf
m�n

FPm ^ FP , n 2 N,
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is a distribution function associated to a probability measure Qn 2 P.

Proof. For each n; FQn is increasing and limx!�1 FQn(x) = 0: Moreover for

real valued maps right continuity and upper semicontinuity are equivalent. Since the inf-

operator preserves upper semicontinuity we can conclude that FQn is right continuous for

every n. Now we have to show that for each n, limx!+1 FQn(x) = 1. By contradiction

suppose that, for some n, limx!+1 FQn(x) = � < 1. We can choose a sequence fxkgk �

R with xk 2 C(FP ), xk " +1. In particular FQn(xk) � � for all k and FP (xk) > �

de�nitively, say for all k � k0. We can observe that since xk 2 C(FP ) we have, for all

k � k0, infm�n FPm(xk) < limm!+1 FPm(xk) = FP (xk). This means that the in�mum is

attained for some index m(k) 2 N, i.e. infm�n FPm(xk) = FPm(k)(xk), for all k � k0. Since

Pm(k)(�1; xk] = FPm(k)(xk) � � then Pm(k)(xk;+1) � 1 � � for k � k0. We have two

possibilities. Either the set fm(k)gk is bounded or limkm(k) = +1. In the �rst case, we

know that the number of m(k)�s is �nite. Among these m(k)�s we can �nd at least one m

and a subsequence fxhgh of fxkgk such that xh " +1 and Pm(xh;+1) � 1 � � for every

h. We then conclude that

lim
h!+1

Pm(xh;+1) � 1� �

and this is a contradiction. If limkm(k) = +1; �x k � k0 such that P (xk;+1) < 1 � �

and observe that for every k > k

Pm(k)(xk;+1) � Pm(k)(xk;+1) � 1� �:

Take a subsequence fm(h)gh of fm(k)gk such that m(h) " +1. Then:

lim
h!1

inf Pm(h)(xk;+1) � 1� � > P (xk;+1);
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which contradicts the weak convergence Pn
�(P;Cb)�! P .

Example 66 (The certainty equivalent) It is very simple to build risk measures on

P(R): Take any continuous, bounded from below and strictly decreasing function f : R! R.

Then the map �f : P ! R [ f+1g de�ned by:

�f (P ) := �f�1
�Z

fdP

�

is a Risk Measure on P(R). It is also easy to check that �f is (CFB) and therefore

�(P; Cb)�l.s.c. Notice that Proposition 81 will then imply that �f can not be convex. By

selecting the function f(x) = e�x we obtain �f (P ) = ln
�R
exp (�x)dFP (x))

�
, which is in

addition (TrI). Its associated risk measure � : L0 ! R[f+1g de�ned on random variables,

�(X) = �f (PX) = ln
�
Ee�X

�
; is the Entropic Risk Measure. In Section 3.4 we will see

more examples based on this construction.

3.2 A remarkable class of risk measures on P(R)

As Cherny and Madan (2009) [CM09] pointed out, for a (translation invariant)

coherent risk measure de�ned on random variables, all the positions can be split in two

classes: acceptable and not acceptable; in contrast, for an acceptability index there is a

whole continuum of degrees of acceptability de�ned by a system fAmgm2R of sets. This

formulation has been further investigated by Drapeau and Kupper (2010) [DK10] for the

quasi convex case.

We adopt this approach and we build the maps � from a family fAmgm2R of

acceptance sets of distribution functions. Given a family fFmgm2R of functions Fm : R !
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[0; 1], we consider the associated sets of probability measures

Am := fQ 2 P j FQ � Fmg (3.1)

and the associated map � : P ! R de�ned by

�(P ) := � sup fm j P 2 Amg : (3.2)

Hereafter we assume that for each P 2 P there exists m such that P =2 Am so that

� : P ! R [ f+1g.

De�nition 67 A monotone decreasing family of sets fAmgm2R contained in P is left con-

tinuous in m if

Am =:
\
">0

Am�"

In particular it is left continuous if it is left continuous in m for every m 2 R.

Lemma 68 (Relations between fFmgm2R and fAmgm2R) Let fFmgm2R be a family of

functions Fm : R! [0; 1] and Am be the set de�ned in (3.1). Then:

1. If, for every x 2 R, F�(x) is decreasing (w.r.t. m) then the family fAmg is monotone

decreasing:

Am � An for any level m � n;

2. For any m, Am is convex and satis�es:

Q � P 2 Am ) Q 2 Am;

3. If, for every m 2 R, Fm(x) is right continuous w.r.t. x then

Am is �(P; Cb)-closed;
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4. Suppose that, for every x 2 R, Fm(x) is decreasing w.r.t. m.

If Fm(x) is left continuous w.r.t.m) the family fAmg is left continuous.

5. Suppose that, for every x 2 R, Fm(x) is decreasing w.r.t. m and that, for every

m 2 R, Fm(x) is right continuous and increasing w.r.t. x and limx!+1 Fm(x) = 1.

If the family fAmgis left continuous in m ) Fm(x) is left continuous in m.

Proof. 1. If Q 2 Am and m � n then FQ � Fm � Fn, i.e. Q 2 An.

2. Let Q;P 2 Am and � 2 [0; 1]. Consider the convex combination �Q+ (1� �)P

and notice that

F�Q+(1��)P � FQ _ FP � Fm;

as FP � Fm and FQ � Fm. Then �Q+ (1� �)P 2 Am.

3. Let Qn 2 Am and Q 2 P satisfy Qn
�(P;Cb)! Q. By Theorem 62 we know that

FQn(x)! FQ(x) for every x 2 C(FQ). For each n; FQn � Fm and therefore FQ(x) � Fm(x)

for every x 2 C(FQ). By contradiction, suppose that Q =2 Am. Then there exists �x =2 C(FQ)

such that FQ(�x) > Fm(�x). By right continuity of FQ for every " > 0 we can �nd a right

neighborhood [�x; �x+ �(")) such that

jFQ(x)� FQ(�x)j < " 8x 2 [�x; �x+ �("))

and we may require that �(") # 0 if " # 0:Notice that for each " > 0 we can always choose

an x" 2 (�x; �x+ �(")) such that x" 2 C(FQ). For such an x" we deduce that

Fm(�x) < FQ(�x) < FQ(x") + " � Fm(x") + ":
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This leads to a contradiction since if " # 0 we have that x" # �x and thus by right continuity

of Fm

Fm(�x) < FQ(�x) � Fm(�x):

4. By assumption we know that Fm�"(x) # Fm(x) as " # 0, for all x 2 R. By item 1, we

know that Am �
T
">0

Am�". By contradiction we suppose that

\
">0

Am�" % Am;

so that there will exist Q 2 P such that FQ � Fm�" for every " > 0 but FQ(x) > Fm(x) for

some x 2 R. Set � = FQ(x)�Fm(x) so that FQ(x) > Fm(x) + �
2 . Since Fm�" # Fm we may

�nd " > 0 such that Fm�"(x)� Fm(x) < �
2 . Thus FQ(x) � Fm�"(x) < Fm(x) +

�
2 and this

is a contradiction.

5. Assume that Am�" # Am. De�ne F (x) := lim"#0 Fm�"(x) = inf">0 Fm�"(x) for

all x 2 R: Then F : R ! [0; 1] is increasing, right continuous (since the inf preserves this

property). Notice that for every " > 0 we have Fm�" � F � Fm and then Am�" � fQ 2 P j

FQ � Fg � Am and limx!+1 F (x) = 1. Necessarily we conclude fQ 2 P j FQ � Fg = Am.

By contradiction we suppose that F (x) > Fm(x) for some x 2 R. De�ne FQ : R! [0; 1] by:

FQ(x) = F (x)1[x;+1)(x). The above properties of F guarantees that FQ is a distribution

function of a corresponding probability measure Q 2 P, and since FQ � F , we deduce

Q 2 Am, but FQ(x) > Fm(x) and this is a contradiction.

Lemma 69 (Relations between fFmgm2R and �) Let fFmgm2R be a family of func-

tions Fm : R! [0; 1] and � be the associated map de�ned in (3.2). Then:

1. The map � is (Mon) on P.
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2. If, for every x 2 R, F�(x) is decreasing (w.r.t. m) then � is (QCo) on P.

3. If, for every x 2 R, F�(x) is left continuous and decreasing (w.r.t. m) and if, for every

m 2 R, Fm(�) is right continuous (w.r.t. x) then

Am := fQ 2 P j �(Q) � mg = A�m, 8m; (3.3)

and � is �(P; Cb)�lower-semicontinuous.

Proof. 1. From Q � P we have FQ � FP and

fm 2 R j FP � Fmg � fm 2 R j FQ � Fmg ;

which implies �(Q) � �(P ).

2. We show that Q1; Q2 2 P, �(Q1) � n and �(Q2) � n imply that �(�Q1+(1�

�)Q2) � n, that is

sup
�
m 2 R j F�Q1+(1��)Q2 � Fm

	
� �n:

By de�nition of the supremum, 8" > 0 9mi s.t. FQi � Fmi and mi > ��(Qi)� " � �n� ".

Then FQi � Fmi � F�n�", as fFmg is a decreasing family. Therefore �FQ1 + (1� �)FQ2 �

F�n�" and ��(�Q1+(1��)Q2�) � �n� ". As this holds for any " > 0, we conclude that

� is quasi-convex.

3. The fact thatA�m � Am follows directly from the de�nition of �; as ifQ 2 A�m

�(Q) := � sup fn : Q 2 Ang = inf
�
n : Q 2 A�n

	
� m:

We have to show that Am � A�m. Let Q 2 Am. Since �(Q) � m, for all " > 0 there exists

m0 such that m + " > �m0 and FQ � Fm0 : Since F�(x) is decreasing (w.r.t. m) we have
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that FQ � F�m�", therefore Q 2 A�m�" for any " > 0. By the left continuity in m of F�(x);

we know thatfAmg is left continuous (Lemma 68, item 4) and so: Q 2
T
�>0
A�m�" = A�m.

From the assumption that Fm(�) is right continuous (w.r.t. x) and Lemma 68 item

3, we already know that Am is �(P; Cb)�closed, for any m 2 R, and therefore the lower

level sets Am = A�m are �(P; Cb)�closed and � is �(P; Cb)�lower-semicontinuous.

De�nition 70 (feasible fFmgm2R family) A family fFmgm2R of functions Fm : R !

[0; 1] is feasible if

� For any P 2 P there exists m such that P =2 Am

� For every m 2 R, Fm(�) is right continuous (w.r.t. x)

� For every x 2 R, F�(x) is decreasing and left continuous (w.r.t. m).

From Lemmas 68 and 69 we immediately deduce:

Proposition 71 Let fFmgm2R be a feasible family. Then the associated family fAmgm2R

is monotone decreasing and left continuous and each set Am is convex and �(P; Cb)�closed.

The associated map � : P ! R [ f+1g is well de�ned, (Mon), (Qco) and �(P; Cb)-l.s.c.

Remark 72 Let fFmgm2R be a feasible family. If there exists anm such that limx!+1 Fm(x) <

1 then limx!+1 Fm(x) < 1 for every m � m and then Am = ; for every m � m. Obviously

if an acceptability set is empty then it does not contribute to the computation of the risk

measure de�ned in (3.2). For this reason we will always consider w.l.o.g. a class fFmgm2R

such that limx!+1 Fm(x) = 1 for every m.
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3.2.1 Examples

As explained in the introduction, we de�ne a family of risk measures employing a

Probability/Loss function �. Fix the right continuous function � : R ! [0; 1] and de�ne

the family fFmgm2R of functions Fm : R! [0; 1] by

Fm(x) := �(x)1(�1;m)(x) + 1[m;+1)(x): (3.4)

It is easy to check that if supx2R �(x) < 1 then the family fFmgm2R is feasible and therefore,

by Proposition 71, the associated map � : P ! R [ f+1g is well de�ned, (Mon), (Qco)

and �(P; Cb)�l.s.c.

Example 73 When supx2R �(x) = 1, � may take the value �1. The extreme case is

when, in the de�nition of the family (3.4), the function � is equal to the constant one,

�(x) = 1, and so: Am = P for all m and � = �1:

Example 74 (Worst case measure: �(x) = 0) Take in the de�nition of the family (3.4)

the function � to be equal to the constant zero: �(x) = 0: Then:

Fm(x) : = 1[m;+1)(x)

Am : = fQ 2 P j FQ � Fmg = fQ 2 P j Q 4 �mg

�w(P ) : = � sup fm j P 2 Amg = � sup fm j P 4 �mg = � inf
x2R
(FP (x))

so that, if X 2 L0 has distribution PX ,

�w(PX) = � sup fm j PX 4 �mg = �ess inf(X) := �w(X)

coincide with the worst case risk measure �w.
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As the family fFmg is feasible, �w : P(R) ! R [ f+1g is (Mon), (Qco) and

�(P; Cb)�l.s.c, hence it is a risk measure on P. In addition, it also satis�es (TrI).

Even though �w : L
0 ! R[f+1g is convex, as a map de�ned on random variables,

the corresponding �w : P ! R [ f+1g, as a map de�ned on distribution functions, is not

convex, but it is quasi-convex and concave. Indeed, let P 2 P and, since FP � 0; we set:

��w(P ) = inf(FP ) := sup fx 2 R : FP (x) = 0g :

If F1, F2 are two distribution functions corresponding to P1, P2 2 P then for all � 2 (0; 1)

we have:

inf(�F1 + (1� �)F2) = min(inf(F1); inf(F2)) � � inf(F1) + (1� �) inf(F2)

and therefore, for all � 2 [0; 1]

min(inf(F1); inf(F2)) � inf(�F1 + (1� �)F2) � � inf(F1) + (1� �) inf(F2):

Example 75 (Value at Risk V@R�: �(x) := � 2 (0; 1)) Take in the de�nition of the fam-

ily (3.4) the function � to be equal to the constant �, �(x) = � 2 (0; 1): Then

Fm(x) : = �1(�1;m)(x) + 1[m;+1)(x) (3.5)

Am : = fQ 2 P j FQ � Fmg

�V@R�(P ) : = � sup fm j P 2 Amg

If the random variable X 2 L0 has distribution PX and distribution function FX , notice

that:

sup fm j FX(m) � �g = sup fm j FX(x) � � 8x < mg :
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and

q+X(�) = sup fx 2 R j P(X � x) � �g

is the right continuous inverse of PX , i.e. the right quantile of X, then

�V@R�(PX) : = � sup fm j PX 2 Amg

= � sup fm j P(X � x) � � 8x < mg

= � sup fm j P(X � m) � �g

= �q+X(�) := V@R�(X)

coincides with the Value At Risk of level � 2 (0; 1). The following �gure provides a

graphical interpretation of the V@R�(X) as map de�ned on distributions (in the example

V@R0:05(X) = 140).

As the family fFmg is feasible, �V@R� : P ! R [ f+1g is (Mon), (Qco), �(P; Cb)-l.s.c,

hence it is a risk measure on P. In addition, it also satis�es (TrI). The following �gure

shows the decreasing monotonicity over m of the family fAmgm2R of acceptance sets (the
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distributions acceptable at level 1, P 2 A1, are those below F1 and so on, the blue one is

acceptable at level 3 but not 4).

As well known, V@R� : L0 ! R[f+1g is not quasi-convex, as a map de�ned on

random variables, even though the corresponding �V@R� : P ! R[f+1g, as a map de�ned

on distribution functions, is quasi-convex (see [DK10] for a discussion on this issue).

Example 76 Fix the family f�mgm2R of functions �m : R ! [0; 1] such that for every

m 2 R, �m(�) is right continuous (w.r.t. x) and for every x 2 R, ��(x) is decreasing and

left continuous (w.r.t. m). De�ne the family fFmgm2R of functions Fm : R! [0; 1] by

Fm(x) := �m(x)1(�1;m)(x) + 1[m;+1)(x): (3.6)

It is easy to check that if supx2R �m0(x) < 1, for some m0 2 R, then the family fFmgm2R is

feasible and therefore the associated map � : P ! R[f+1g is well de�ned, (Mon), (Qco),

�(P; Cb)-l.s.c.
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3.3 On the �V@R�

We now propose a generalization of the V@R� which appears useful for possible

applications whenever an agent is facing some ambiguity on the parameter �, namely � is

given by some uncertain value in a con�dence interval [�m; �M ], with 0 � �m � �M � 1.

Substantially, our generalization of the V@R� replaces, in the formulation based

on acceptance sets (formula 3.5 in the example 75), the

constant �

with a

function � : R! [�m; �M ]

In particular, V@R� corresponds to case �m = �M and one typical value is �M =

0:05.

We will distinguish two possible classes of agents:

Risk prudent Agents The main idea is to model the fact that, for a risk prudent agent,

large losses are acceptable only under smaller probabilities. So that, we �x the increasing

right continuous function � : R! [�m; �M ] and we choose, as in (3.4):

Fm(x) = �(x)1(�1;m)(x) + 1[m;+1)(x).

and set �m := inf � � 0, �M := sup� � 1. Since � is increasing, the risk adverse agent will

reserve more capital for larger losses.

Furthermore, we can also distinguish between several level of risk aversion: given

two possible choices �1, �2 for two di¤erent agents, the condition �1 � �2 means that the

agent 1 is more risk averse than agent 2.
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Now we set, as in (3.1), Am = fQ 2 P j FQ � Fmg and de�ne as in (3.2):

�V@R(P ) := � sup fm j P 2 Amg :

Thus, in case of a random variable X

�V@R(PX) := � sup fm j P(X � x) � �(x); 8x � mg :

In particular it can be rewritten as

�V@R(PX) = � inf fx 2 R j P(X � x) > �(x)g :

as the case of the right quantile of X where �(x) is substituted to �.

If both FX and � are continuous �V@R corresponds to the smallest intersection

between the two curves.

The risk adverse agent requires smaller probabilities of greater losses
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In this section, we assume that

�M < 1:

Besides its obvious �nancial motivation, this request implies that the corresponding family

Fm is feasible and so �V@R(P ) > �1 for all P 2 P.

By an appropriate choice of the function � it is possible to provide a model to

detect the probability (hence the capital requirement). We need to de�ne for an amount x

of money the probability �(x) that we accept to loose it. Whereas the V@R� impose the

probability � indipendently by the propension to loose that amount.

Example 77 One possible simple choice of the function � is represented by the step func-

tion:

�(x) = �m1(�1;�x)(x) + �
M1[�x;+1)(x)

The idea is that with a probability of �M we are accepting to loose at most �x. In this case

we observe that:

�V@R(P ) =

8>><>>:
V@R�M (P ) if V@R�m(P ) � ��x

V@R�m(P ) if V@R�m(P ) > ��x:

Even though the �V@R is continuous from below (proposition 71 and 64), it may not be

continuous from above, as this example shows. For instance take �x = 0 and PXn induced by

a sequence of uniformly distributed random variables Xn � U
�
��m � 1

n ; 1� �
m � 1

n

�
. We

have PXn # PU [��m;1��m] but �V@R(PXn) = � 1
n for every n and �V@R(PU [��m;1��m]) =

�M � �m.

Remark 78 (i) If �m = 0 the domain of �V@R(P ) is not the entire convex set P. We

have two possible cases
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� supp(�) = [x�;+1): in this case �V@R(P ) = � inf supp(FP ) for every P 2 P such

that supp(FP ) � supp(�).

� supp(�) = (�1;+1): in this case

�V@R(P ) = +1 for all P such that lim
x!�1

FP (x)

�(x)
> 1

�V@R(P ) < +1 for all P such that lim
x!�1

FP (x)

�(x)
< 1

In the case limx!�1
FP (x)
�(x) = 1 both the previous behaviors might occur.

(ii) In case that �m > 0 then �V@R(P ) < +1 for all P 2 P, so that �V@R is �nite

valued.

The feasibility of the family fFmg implies that the �V@R : P ! R is a well

de�ned, (Mon), (QCo) and (CfB) (or equivalently �(P; Cb)-l.s.c.) map. The following

�gure shows the evolution of the acceptance sets when m increases. The acceptance sets

Am are not anymore the translation of the acceptance set A0 (Am 6= A0 �m).
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We drop in this way cash additivity (TrI), but we obtain another similar property,

which is the counterpart of (TrI) for the �V@R. Let � 2 R any cash amount

�V@R(PX+�) = � sup fm j P(X + � � x) � �(x); 8x � mg

= � sup fm j P(X � x� �) � �(x); 8x � mg

= � sup fm j P(X � y) � �(y + �); 8y � m� �g

= � sup fm+ � j P(X � y) � �(y + �); 8y � mg

= ��V@R(PX)� �

where ��(x) = �(x+ �). We may conclude that if we add a sure positive (resp. negative)

amount � to a risky position X then the risk decreases (resp. increases) of the value ��,

constrained to lower (resp. higher) the level of risk aversion described by �� � � (resp.

�� � �). For an arbitrary P 2 P this property can be written as

�V@R(T�P ) = �
�V@R(P )� �; 8� 2 R;

where T�P (�1; x] = P (�1; x� �].

Risk Seeking Agents Fix the decreasing right continuous function � : R ! [0; 1], with

inf � < 1. Similarly as above, we de�ne

Fm(x) = �(x)1(�1;m)(x) + 1[m;+1)(x)

and the (Mon), (QCo) and (CfB) map

�V@R(P ) := � sup fm 2 R j FP � Fmg = � sup fm 2 R j P(X � m) � �(m)g :
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In this case, for eventual huge losses we are allowing the highest level of probability. As in

the previous example let � 2 R and notice that

�V@R(PX+�) = �
�V@R(PX)� �:

where ��(x) = �(x + �). The property is exactly the same as in the former example

but here the interpretation is slightly di¤erent. If we add a sure positive (resp. negative)

amount � to a risky position X then the risk decreases (resp. increases) of the value ��,

constrained to a lower (resp. higher) level of risk seeking since �� � � (resp. �� � �).

Remark 79 For a decreasing �; there is a simpler formulation - which will be used in

Section 3.4.3 - of the �V@R that is obtained replacing in Fm the function � with the line

�(m) for all x < m. Let

~Fm(x) = �(m)1(�1;m)(x) + 1[m;+1)(x):

This family is of the type (3.6) and is feasible, provided the function � is continuous. For

a decreasing �; it is evident that

�V@R(P ) = �eV@R(P ) := � supnm 2 R j FP � ~Fm

o
;

as the function � lies above the line �(m) for all x � m.

3.4 Quasi-convex Duality

As seen in the previous chapter, in literature we �nd several results about the dual

representation of law invariant risk measures. Kusuoka [K01] contributed to the coherent

case, whereas Frittelli and Rosazza [FR05] extended this result to the convex case. Jouini et
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al. [JST06], in the convex case, and Svindland (2010) [S10] in the quasi-convex case, showed

that every law invariant risk measure is already weakly lower semicontinuous. Recently,

Cerreia-Vioglio et al. [CMMMa] provided a robust dual representation for law invariant

quasi-convex risk measures.

In Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 we will treat the general case of maps de�ned on P,

while in Section 3.4.3 we specialize these results to show the dual representation of maps

associated to feasible families.

3.4.1 Reasons of the failure of the convex duality for Translation Invariant

maps on P

As previously seen the classical convex duality provided by the Fenchel-Moreau

theorem (see Thm.24), useful for the dual representation of convex risk measures (see

[FR02]), guarantees the representation of any convex and lower semicontinuous functions.

Therefore, for any map � : P ! R[f1g let �� be the convex conjugate:

��(f) := sup
Q2P

�Z
fdQ� �(Q)

�
, f 2 Cb:

Applying the fact that P is a �(ca; Cb) closed convex subset of ca, one can easily check that

the following version of the Fenchel-Moreau Theorem holds true for maps de�ned on P.

Proposition 80 (Fenchel-Moreau) Suppose that � : P ! R[f1g is �(P; Cb)-l.s.c.

and convex. If Dom(�) 6= ? then Dom(��) 6= ? and

�(Q) = sup
f2Cb

�Z
fdQ� ��(f)

�
:

One trivial example of a proper �(P; Cb)-l.s.c. and convex map on P is given by

Q !
R
fdQ, for some f 2 Cb. But this map does not satisfy the (TrI) property. Indeed,
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we show that in the setting of risk measures de�ned on P, weakly lower semicontinuity and

convexity are incompatible with translation invariance.

Proposition 81 For any map � : P ! R, if there exists a sequence fQngn � P such that

limn�(Qn) = �1 then Dom(��) = ?. Thus the only �(P; Cb)�lsc, convex and (TrI) map

� : P ! R is � = +1:

Proof. For any f 2 Cb(R)

��(f) = sup
Q2P

�Z
fdQ� �(Q)

�
�
Z
fd(Qn)� �(Qn) � inf

x2R
f(x)� �(Qn) " 1:

Observe that a translation invariant map satis�es limn�(TnQ) = limn f�(Q)� ng = �1,

for any Q 2 Dom(�). The thesis follows from Proposition 80 and what just proved, replac-

ing Qn with TnQ.

3.4.2 Quasi-convex duality

As described in the Examples in Section 3.2, the �V@R� and �w are proper,

�(ca; Cb)-l.s.c., quasi-convex, (Mon) and (TrI) maps � : P ! R[f1g. Therefore, the

negative result outlined in Proposition 81 for the convex case can not be true in the quasi-

convex setting.

We recall that one of the main contribution to quasi-convex duality comes from

the dual representation by Volle [Vo98].

Here we replicate this result and provide the dual representation of a (QCo) and

�(P; Cb)-l.s.c. maps de�ned on the entire set P. The main di¤erence is that our map � is

de�ned on a convex subset of ca and not a vector space. But since P is �(ca; Cb)-closed,
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the �rst part of the proof will match very closely the one given by Volle. In order to achieve

the dual representation of �(P; Cb) lsc risk measures � : P ! R[f1g we will impose the

monotonicity assumption of � and deduce that in the dual representation the supremum

can be restricted to the set

C�b = ff 2 Cb j f is decreasingg :

This is natural as the �rst order stochastic dominance implies (see Th. 2.70 [FS04]) that

C�b =

�
f 2 Cb j Q;P 2 P and Q � P )

Z
fdQ �

Z
fdP

�
: (3.7)

Notice that di¤erently from [DK10] the following proposition does not require the extension

of the risk map to the entire space ca(R).

Proposition 82 (i) Any �(P; Cb)�lsc and quasi-convex functional � : P ! R [ f1g can

be represented as

�(P ) = sup
f2Cb

R

�Z
fdP; f

�
(3.8)

where R : R� Cb ! R is de�ned by

R(t; f) := inf
Q2P

�
�(Q) j

Z
fdQ � t

�
: (3.9)

(ii) If in addition � is monotone then (3.8) holds with Cb replaced by C
�
b :

Proof. We will use the fact that �(P; Cb) is the relativization of �(ca; Cb) to the

set P. In particular the lower level sets will be �(ca; Cb)-closed.

(i) By de�nition, for any f 2 Cb(R), R
�R
fdP; f

�
� �(P ) and therefore

sup
f2Cb

R

�Z
fdP; f

�
� �(P ); P 2 P:
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Fix any P 2 P and take " 2 R such that " > 0. Then P does not belong to the �(ca; Cb)-

closed convex set

C" := fQ 2 P : �(Q) � �(P )� "g

(if �(P ) = +1, replace the set C" with fQ 2 P : �(Q) �Mg ; for any M). By the Hahn

Banach theorem there exists a continuous linear functional that strongly separates P and

C", i.e. there exists � 2 R and f" 2 Cb such thatZ
f"dP > � >

Z
f"dQ for all Q 2 C". (3.10)

Hence:

�
Q 2 P :

Z
f"dP �

Z
f"dQ

�
� (C")C = fQ 2 P : �(Q) > �(P )� "g (3.11)

and

�(P ) � sup
f2Cb

R

�Z
fdP; f

�
� R

�Z
f"dP; f"

�
= inf

�
�(Q) j Q 2 P such that

Z
f"dP �

Z
f"dQ

�
� inf f�(Q) j Q 2 P satisfying �(Q) > �(P )� "g � �(P )� ": (3.12)

(ii) We furthermore assume that � is monotone. As shown in (i), for every " > 0 we �nd

f" such that (3.10) holds true. We claim that there exists g" 2 C�b satisfying:Z
g"dP > � >

Z
g"dQ for all Q 2 C": (3.13)

and then the above argument (in equations (3.10)-(3.12)) implies the thesis.

We de�ne the decreasing function

g"(x) =: sup
y�x

f"(y) 2 C�b :
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First case: suppose that g"(x) = supx2R f"(x) =: s. In this case there exists a

sequence of fxngn2N � R such that xn ! +1 and f"(xn)! s, as n!1. De�ne

gn(x) = s1(�1;xn] + f"(x)1(xn;+1)

and notice that s � gn � f" and gn " s. For any Q 2 C" we consider Qn de�ned by

FQn(x) = FQ(x)1[xn;+1). Since Qn 4 Q, monotonicity of � implies Qn 2 C". Notice thatZ
gndQ�

Z
f"dQn = (s� f"(xn))Q(�1; xn]

n!+1�! 0; as n!1: (3.14)

From equation (3.10) we have

s �
Z
f"dP > � >

Z
f"dQn for all n 2 N: (3.15)

Letting � = s � � > 0 we obtain s >
R
f"dQn +

�
2 . From (3.14), there exists n 2 N such

that 0 �
R
gndQ�

R
f"dQn <

�
4 for every n � n: Therefore 8n � n

s >

Z
f"dQn +

�

2
>

Z
gndQ�

�

4
+
�

2
=

Z
gndQ+

�

4

and this leads to a contradiction since gn " s. So the �rst case is excluded.

Second case: suppose that g"(x) < s for any x > x. As the function g" 2 C�b is

decreasing, there will exists at most a countable sequence of intervals fAngn�0 on which g"

is constant. Set A0 = (�1; b0); An = [an; bn) � R for n � 1. W.l.o.g. we suppose that

An\Am = ; for all n 6= m (else, we paste together the sets) and an < an+1 for every n � 1.

We stress that f"(x) = g"(x) on D =:
T
n�0A

C
n . For every Q 2 C" we de�ne the probability

Q by its distribution function as

FQ(x) = FQ(x)1D +
X
n�1

FQ(an)1[an;bn):
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As before, Q 4 Q and monotonicity of � implies Q 2 C". Moreover

Z
g"dQ =

Z
D
f"dQ+ f"(b0)Q(A0) +

X
n�1

f"(an)Q(An) =

Z
f"dQ:

From g" � f" and equation (3.10) we deduce

Z
g"dP �

Z
f"dP > � >

Z
f"dQ =

Z
g"dQ for all Q 2 C":

We reformulate the Proposition 82 and provide two dual representations of �(P(R); Cb)-

lsc Risk Measure � : P(R)! R[ f1g : The �rst one is given in terms of the dual function

R used by [CMMMa]. The second one is obtained from Proposition 82 considering the left

continuous version of R and rewriting it (see Lemma 84) in the formulation proposed by

[DK10]. If R : R� Cb(R)! R, the left continuous version of R(�; f) is de�ned by:

R�(t; f) := sup fR(s; f) j s < tg : (3.16)

Proposition 83 Any �(P(R); Cb)-lsc Risk Measure � : P(R)! R[f1g can be represented

as

�(P ) = sup
f2C�b

R

�Z
fdP; f

�
= sup
f2C�b

R�
�Z

fdP; f

�
: (3.17)

The function R�(t; f) can be written as

R�(t; f) = inf fm 2 R j (m; f) � tg ; (3.18)

where  : R� Cb(R)! R is given by:

(m; f) := sup
Q2P

�Z
fdQ j �(Q) � m

�
, m 2 R: (3.19)
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Proof. Notice that R(�; f) is increasing and R (t; f) � R� (t; f) : If f 2 C�b then

Q � P )
R
fdQ �

R
fdP . Therefore,

R�
�Z

fdP; f

�
:= sup

s<
R
fdP

R(s; f) � lim
Pn"P

R(

Z
fdPn; f):

From Proposition 82 (ii) we obtain:

�(P ) = sup
f2C�b

R

�Z
fdP; f

�
� sup
f2C�b

R�
�Z

fdP; f

�
� sup
f2C�b

lim
Pn"P

R(

Z
fdPn; f)

= lim
Pn"P

sup
f2C�b

R(

Z
fdPn; f) = lim

Pn"P
�(Pn) = �(P ):

by (CfB). This proves (3.17). The second statement follows from the Lemma 84.

Lemma 84 Let � be any map � : P(R)! R [ f1g and R : R� Cb(R)! R be de�ned in

(3.9). The left continuous version of R(�; f) can be written as:

R�(t; f) := sup fR(s; f) j s < tg = inf fm 2 R j (m; f) � tg ; (3.20)

where  : R� Cb(R)! R is given in (3.19).

Proof. Let the RHS of equation (3.20) be denoted by

S(t; f) := inf fm 2 R j (m; f) � tg ; (t; f) 2 R� Cb(R);

and note that S(�; f) is the left inverse of the increasing function (�; f) and therefore S(�; f)

is left continuous.

Step I. To prove that R�(t; f) � S(t; f) it is su¢ cient to show that for all s < t we have:

R(s; f) � S(s; f); (3.21)

Indeed, if (3.21) is true

R�(t; f) = sup
s<t

R(s; f) � sup
s<t

S(s; f) = S(t; f);
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as both R� and S are left continuous in the �rst argument.

Writing explicitly the inequality (3.21)

inf
Q2P

�
�(Q) j

Z
fdQ � s

�
� inf fm 2 R j (m; f) � sg

and letting Q 2 P satisfying
R
fdQ � s, we see that it is su¢ cient to show the existence of

m 2 R such that (m; f) � s and m � �(Q). If �(Q) = �1 then (m; f) � s for any m

and therefore S(s; f) = R(s; f) = �1.

Suppose now that 1 > �(Q) > �1 and de�ne m := �(Q): As
R
fdQ � s we

have:

(m; f) := sup
Q2P

�Z
fdQ j �(Q) � m

�
� s

Then m 2 R satis�es the required conditions.

Step II : To obtain R�(t; f) := sups<tR(s; f) � S(t; f) it is su¢ cient to prove

that, for all s < t; R(s; f) � S(t; f), that is

inf
Q2P

�
�(Q) j

Z
fdQ � s

�
� inf fm 2 R j (m; f) � tg : (3.22)

Fix any s < t and consider any m 2 R such that (m; f) � t. By the de�nition of

, for all " > 0 there exists Q" 2 P such that �(Q") � m and
R
fdQ" > t� ": Take " such

that 0 < " < t� s. Then
R
fdQ" � s and �(Q") � m and (3.22) follows.

3.4.3 Computation of the dual function

The following proposition is useful to compute the dual function R�(t; f) for the

examples considered in this paper.

Proposition 85 Let fFmgm2R be a feasible family and suppose in addition that, for every

m, Fm(x) is increasing in x and limx!+1 Fm(x) = 1. The associated map � : P !
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R [ f+1g de�ned in (3.2) is well de�ned, (Mon), (Qco) and �(P; Cb)�l.s.c. and the

representation (3.17) holds true with R� given in (3.18) and

(m; f) =

Z
fdF�m + F�m(�1)f(�1): (3.23)

Proof. From equations (3.1) and (3.3) we obtain:

A�m = fQ 2 P(R) j FQ � F�mg = fQ 2 P j �(Q) � mg

so that

(m; f) := sup
Q2P

�Z
fdQ j �(Q) � m

�
= sup
Q2P

�Z
fdQ j FQ � F�m

�
:

Fix m 2 R, f 2 C�b and de�ne the distribution function FQn(x) = F�m(x)1[�n;+1) for

every n 2 N. Obviously FQn � F�m, Qn " and, taking into account (3.7),
R
fdQn is

increasing. For any " > 0, let Q" 2 P satisfy FQ" � F�m and
R
fdQ" > (m; f)� ". Then:

FQ"n(x) := FQ"(x)1[�n;+1) " FQ" , FQ"n � FQn andZ
fdQn �

Z
fdQ"n "

Z
fdQ" > (m; f)� ":

We deduce that
R
fdQn " (m; f) and, since

Z
fdQn =

Z +1

�n
fdF�m + F�m(�n)f(�n);

we obtain (3.23).

In the following examples m 2 R, f 2 C�b and f l is the left inverse of f .

Example 86 Computation of the dual function R� for the V@R and the worst case mea-

sure.
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The family fFmgm2R is given by (see the Examples 74 and 75) Fm = �1(�1;m) +

1[m;+1), for � 2 [0; 1). Hence we get from (3.23)

(m; f) = (1� �)f(�m) + �f(�1):

If � > 0; from (3.18) and (3.17)

R� (t; f) = �f l
�
t� �f(�1)

1� �

�
;

�V@R�(P ) = � inf
f2C�b

f l
�R

fdP � �f(�1)
1� �

�

If � = 0; (m; f) = f(�m) and from (3.18), (3.17)

R� (t; f) = �f l(t);

�w(P ) = � inf
f2C�b

f l
�Z

fdP

�

Example 87 Computation of (m; f) for the �V@R.

As Fm = �(x)1(�1;m)(x) + 1[m;+1)(x); we compute from (3.23):

(m; f) =

Z �m

�1
fd� + (1� �(�m))f(�m) + �(�1)f(�1):

If � is decreasing we may use Remark 79 to derive a simpler formula for . Indeed,

�V@R(P ) = �eV@R(P ) where 8m 2 R

eFm(x) = �(m)1(�1;m)(x) + 1[m;+1)(x)
and so

(m; f) = �(�m)f(�1) + (1� �(�m))f(�m);

which is increasing in m:
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Chapter 4

Existing Bibliometric Indices

This chapter wants to be an introduction to the issue of the evaluation of the

scienti�c research. The set of quantitative methods used to measure scienti�c production is

known as bibliometrics. This science is a branch of the scientometrics risen during the 60s

and 80s of the 20th century in order to measure and analyze science. The larger availability

of the online database, such as Google Scholar, ISI Web of Science by Thomson Reuters,

Scopus and MathSciNet has recently brought a big di¤usion of citation metrics. Thus

citation analysis is actually one of the most widely used methods of bibliometrics.

We can distinguish between citation metrics for ranking journals from those for

ranking scientists. In such direction a lots of indices were developed, starting with the

h-index by Hirsh, 2005 [H05], that was the �rst to consider at same time the productivity

in terms of number of publications and the research quality or impact in terms of citations

per publications. After its introduction, the h-index has received wide attention from the

scienti�c community and it has been extended by many authors who have proposed other
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indices in order to overcome some of its drawbacks (a recent overview has been provided by

[ACHH].

We introduce in Section 4.1 the issue of the evaluation of the scienti�c research,

with a particular regard to the Italian case. In Section 4.2 we present an historical overview

of the bibliometrics indices, pointing out the relative advantages and disadvantages. In

Section 4.3 we report some existing results on the axiomatic approach.

4.1 On the valuation of scienti�c research

In the recent years the evaluation of the scientist�s performance has become in-

creasingly important. In fact, most crucial decisions regarding faculty recruitment, accept-

ing research projects, research time, academic positions, travel money, award of grants and

promotions depend on great extent upon the scienti�c merits of the involved researchers.

The scope of the valuation of the scienti�c research is mainly twofold:

� Provide an updated picture of the existing research activity, in order to allocate �-

nancial resources in relation to the scienti�c quality and scienti�c production;

� Determine an increase in the quality of the scienti�c research (of the structures).

The methodologies for the valuation can be divided into two categories, that can

be used individually or jointly:

� qualitative analysis (or content analysis), based on:

� internal judgments committee;
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� external reviews of peer panels;

� quantitative analysis (or context valuation), based on:

� bibliometrics (i.e. statistics derived from citation data);

� characteristics of the Journals associated to the publications.

Both the methodologies have advantages and disadvantages. We are going to see

them in the details. In particular, since our aim is to introduce in the next chapter a new

measure for the scienti�c research evaluation we are going to highlight which drawbacks our

Scienti�c Research Measure is able to resolve.

Qualitative (or content) analysis: Pros & Cons

The qualitative analysis is based on expert reviews and it has the advantage that

actually evaluates the quality of the scienti�c content. On the other hand it essentially has

the following drawbacks; it is:

� expensive, in terms of time and people involved; therefore it can not be used system-

atically;

� subjective, since the result depends on the referees. Hence the qualitative analysis

generates new problems regarding the criteria for the choice of the referee, that has to

be competent and reliable, and regarding the evaluation of his way of operating, that

has to be honest and without any con�ict of interests. We have also to consider the

non-uniformity of the judgment, as each evaluator has a personal scale of preferences

leading to di¤erent ranking (specially in di¤erent areas).
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Quantitative (or context) analysis: Pros & Cons

In order to resolve the disadvantages of the qualitative evaluation and thank to

the larger availability of the online database several di¤erent bibliometric measures have

been introduced.

In the 1960s Gar�eld proposed citations like measure of the research quality-

impact, introducing the �impact factor�that now represents one of the most used citation

metrics. The impact factor evaluates a journal by calculating for each article in a particular

year the average number of citations to articles of the same journal over a time interval of

two years.

We are agree with the UMI report (2010) [UMI]: citation metrics oriented to rank

journals, as the impact factor, give some information on the quality of the researcher�s work,

since the best papers tend to be sent to journals that the scienti�c community retain to be

the best, and, vice versa, the best journals tend to be more selective. On the other hand,

one of the most recognized misuses of the impact factor is its use to compare individual

papers and scientists. In favour of this opinion the International Mathematical Union has

pointed out in the Citation Statistics Report (2008) [CIT] that even if two journals have

di¤erent impact factor, most of the times a randomly selected paper from one has at least

as many citations as a randomly selected article from the other one. Hence, once citations

are accepted as measure of quality of the scienti�c production, the impact factor of the

journal in which the paper appears is not a reliable criterion of evaluation.

In the past years many indices were developed to quantify the production of the

researchers, such as the total number published papers and the number of papers published
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in a period of time; or the impact of their publications, such as the total number of citations,

the average number of citations per paper, the number and percentage of signi�cant papers

(with more than a certain amount of citations).

In 2005 Hirsch [H05] proposed the h-index, that is now the most popular and

used citation-based metric, the �rst one to consider at same time the productivity in terms

of number of publications and the research quality or impact in terms of citations per

publications.

After its introduction, the h-index has received wide attention from the scienti�c

community and it has been extended by many authors who have proposed other indices in

order to overcome some of its drawbacks (see Bornmann and Daniel, 2007 [BD07]).

Advantages The use of bibliometric indices is facilitated by the fact that they are :

� easily accessible, from the online databases. For this reason, they also give an idea

of the international relevance of the paper. In this occasion we mention the most

important and recognized citation databases:

� ISI WoS : http://portal.isiknowledge.com/portal.cgi?DestApp=WOS&Func=Frame

�Google Scholar (free accessibly): http: //scholar.google.com/

� Scopus: http: //www.scopus.com/

�MathSciNet (for the mathematical sector): http://www.ams.org/mathscinet/

� not expensive: can be used systematically, especially if tested - every n years - with

peer review.
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� �objective�.

Drawbacks On the other hand, bibliometric indices based on citations have some dis-

advantages that make them a complex subject during the evaluation procedures. Several

critics to the use of the citations as key factor of the scienti�c quality are underlined by the

Citation Statistics Report of the International Mathematical Union (2008) [CIT]. However,

many of these critics can be satisfactorily addressed. Hence, we are going to highlight the

drawbacks and our point of view or proposal of solution:

� improper comparison of researchers belonging to di¤erent �elds, since the

size of the scienti�c communities is di¤erent and also their habits regarding citations.

Response: Each bibliometric index has to be only used to rank each author inside

his scienti�c community, providing a ranking in relative terms (e.g.: top 10% - top

30% - average -median...). In such way we have a comparison among di¤erent areas,

that in the Italian system corresponds to the scienti�c �eld ("Settore Concorsuale" as

proposed in [ANVUR]).

� improper comparison of researchers having di¤erent seniorities.

Response: Each bibliometric index has to be only used to rank each author having

the same seniority. We propose an index calibrated to di¤erent researcher�s seniorities

as well as di¤erent areas.

� di¤erent databases provide di¤erent citations.

Response: We are agree, but there are studies that have shown that di¤erent databases

(especially Scopus and ISI WoS) provide di¤erent numbers (in terms of citation for
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each paper) but maintain - more or less - the overall ranking. The study of Bar-

Ilan 2008 [B08] brings out that except for few cases the di¤erences in the h-indices

(calculated on a group of researchers belonging to di¤erent �elds) between ISI WoS

and Scopus are not signi�cant. Regarding Google Scholar, we are agree with the

common opinion that the data collection is often inaccurate, but as pointed out in the

American Scientist Open Access Forum (2008) [ASOAF] Google Scholar�s accuracy is

growing daily.

� disincentive for young researchers to study subjects more innovative but less popular.

Response: True, even though this could be compensated by the consideration that

innovative paper (in a new �eld) typically receive many citations.

� self citations.

Response: On this issue there are several point of view. Many authors propose to

exclude self citations from the calculation of each index, because cause changes in

the behavior of scientists publishing and the total number of citations can be arti�-

cially increased. Other authors argue that there is nothing wrong with self-citations

(Katsaros, Akritidis, and Bozanis, 2009 [KAB09]); in many cases, they can e¤ectively

describe the �authoritativeness�of an article as in the case the self-cited author is a

pioneer in his �eld.

� precision problem due to the di¢ culty to collect the scientist�s complete publication

list and hence to distinguish between scientists that have the same name.

Response: This problem can be easily addressed by the systematic use of Author
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Codes (a code that identify the author). In the italian system the issue could be faced

and solved by the next constitution of the o¢ cial web site of the professor (CINECA)

and, in future, by the o¢ cial database of the publication (ANPRePS).

� a single number is insu¢ cient for the evaluation of a complex feature, such

as the scienti�c research.

Response: We agree, infact in our opinion it is necessary to have multiple metrics

(including time-based metrics) and we propose one of them. Furthermore, we believe

that this argument should not lead to abandon the search of appropriate multiple

metrics.

� quality of the scienti�c research can not be reduced to citations.

Response:Agree, indeed it is only one component that however should be properly

quanti�ed.

� subjective interpretation of citations, it can be more subjective than the judg-

ment of experts - see Citation Statistics Report of the International Mathematical

Union (2008) ([CIT]).

Response: It has been pointed out - see the discussion in the American Scientist Open

Access Forum, 2008 [ASOAF]- that citation metrics are extremely correlated with peer

reviews. Hence the issue could be overpassed validating the new metric against other

non metric criterion already validated.

Hence, we conclude that economic considerations strongly depone of using the

quantitative analysis on a systematic (yearly) base, while peer review is more plausible on a
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multiple year base and should also be �nalized to check, harmonize, and tune the outcomes

based on bibliometric indices. Furthermore, we highlight that the output of the valuation

should be the classi�cation of authors (and structures) into few classes of homogeneous

research quality: it is not intended to provide a �ne ranking.

In the followings we are going to treat an hot problem of the Italian system: the

determination of the criteria for the choice of the referees and for the candidate�s access

to the national scienti�c quali�cation test for the position of associate professor and full

professor.

4.1.1 ANVUR criteria for the scienti�c quali�cation license in the Italian

system

The National Agency of Evaluation and Research University System (ANVUR)

was established by the art 2 in the DL n.262 in order to streamline the assessment system

of the quality of the universities and research institutions recipients of public funds, as well

as the e¢ ciency and e¤ectiveness of public programs for the research funding.

We report its contribution (expressed in the recent documents [ANVUR] and

[ANVURb]) to the pending debate on the criteria and parameters for the selection of can-

didates who aim to obtain the national scienti�c license and the choice of the full professors

who apply to be referees.

The principles Because of the signi�cant di¤erences in the scienti�c �elds, AN-

VUR has stated general criteria leading to di¤erent thresholds for di¤erent sectors. The
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choice of the criteria satis�es the principle of the progressive improvement of the scienti�c

quality of the quali�ed professors, as measured by indices of the scienti�c productivity.

This principle turns out to be necessary on the light of the growing global com-

petition to attract funding and researchers, but also responds to a speci�c condition of the

Italian system, as the retirement of about one-third of the professors between 2015 and

2020.

The ANVUR�s objective is to avoid the negative e¤ects of a massive recruitment

in a short time period, such as the decay of the scienti�c quality. This principle also aims

to bring the recruitment system of the Italian universities at the level of the advanced

countries, in order to attract international researchers and solve the issue of the so-called

brain drain, in particular of young researchers.

ANVUR remarks that the criteria are de�ned as necessary condition to the access

to the quali�cation procedure. The evaluation of each candidate is leaved to the referees.

Criteria for the access to the national quali�cation procedure According

to ANVUR, the fundamental criteria that meet the above principles have to be considered

as conditions on indices of scienti�c production (literally, parameters denoting the quality

of the scienti�c production), and they are:

1. Candidates must have indices of scienti�c production normalized by the academic

age (i.e. years since the �rst scienti�c publication, taking into account periods of

leave in according to the law of at least 5 months, except for study reason) above the

median of the speci�c sector and academic title (associate/full professor ) for which
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the candidate is applying;

2. Candidates must have a reasonable continuity in the scienti�c production, measured

over the past 5 years for the quali�cation to associate professor (respectively, 10 years

for the position of full professor), even in this case, taking into account periods of

leave as speci�ed in 1.

The criterion of the median aims to raise the academic scienti�c quality over time,

since it is �essible and dynamic. There have been two important di¤erent critics to this

criterion:

� the �rst one is the possible exclusion of scholars with an high pro�le, who don�t

deliberately publish so much. The ANVUR answer has been that it is not appropriate

to use outliers (individuals who are placed in extreme tails of the distribution) to

de�ne the statistical properties of the distribution. Furthermore, none of the critics

have brought an empirical evidence of a wide group of scientists that would have been

penalized by the adoption of the median criterion.

� the second one is of opposite sign: the possible selection of scholars who published

numerous works of low quality. The ANVUR answer will be discussed later .

The choice of the normalization with respect to the academic age aims not to

disadvantage younger applicants. Furthermore, the decision to anchor the computing of

the academic age at the date of the �rst publication is essentially practical: it is easily

obtainable by bibliometric databases.
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ANVUR suggests a further criterion: the quality pro�le of the �gure of associate

professor and full professor. These pro�les, accurately de�ned in the document, will serve

as a guide for the referees in the evaluation of the candidates.

Criteria similar to these for candidates must be applied to the choice of the referees

(in the position of full professor). The only di¤erence consists in the lack of academic age

normalization.

The indices of scienti�c production Regarding the candidates, ANVUR pro-

poses to use the following indices of scienti�c production:

1. For the CUN areas from 1 to 9 (mathematics, computer science, physics, chemistry,

earth, biological, medical and agricultural science, civil and industrial engineering)

and for some speci�c scienti�c �eld (in which we �nd also mathematics for economics

and �nance) in the area from 10 to 14, the parameters are:

a) the number of articles in journals and monographs appeared in ISI WoS or Scopus

in the last 10 years . This index has to be normalized for the academic seniority

only in the case this age is less than 10 years;

b) the total number of citations;

c) the h-index (eventually integrated or substituted with other new validated index

in the next future).

The speci�ed indices must be calculated by using any database that have reached a

general international consensus, as the ISI WoS, Scopus and Google Scholar, and must
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be validated by ANVUR.

The procedure for the application of these indices of scienti�c production is:

� scholars with the �rst index (at the point a) less than or equal to the median can

not obtain the quali�cation license;

� scholars with the �rst index (at the point a) greater than the median, must have

at least one of the other two indices (at the points b and c) greater than the

median if they want to gain the access to the selection procedure.

The combined use of the h-index and the number of citations has the scope to avoid

the h-index distortion of not considering the further citations in the h-core.

2. For the CUN areas from 10 to 14 (antiquity, historical, legal, economic and political

science) and except for the speci�c scienti�c sector in 1, the index is the number of

publications (with the exception of congress acts) over the past 10 years, opportunely

weighted taking into account the di¤erent commitment in the production of articles

and monographs and the di¤erent impact of work published in international and

national journal.

The indices of scienti�c production for the full professors that apply for the role

of referees are the same of those for candidates, with the only exception that the age

normalization is not required.

In order to guarantee the scienti�c nature of the publications, each candidate and

referee must �ll the personal pro�le in the CINECA web site, waiting for the institution of

the o¢ cial database of the publications (ANPRePS).
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There have been several critics about the choice of the bibliometric source. Regard-

ing the limitation to use Scopus and ISI WoS for the computation of the indices, ANVUR

retains that must be used sources that are easily accessible, with wide impact and straight

approach. ANVUR is available to the examination of further sectorial source having ap-

propriate and straight criteria (the approval will be anticipated before the publication of

the median computation). Regarding Google Scholar, ANVUR is aware of the limits and

suggests to use it indirectly, by using the h-index in the Publish or Perish web site, which

uses the Google Scholar database integrated with an information retrieval system.

Regarding the di¤erent quality of the journals in ISI WoS and Scopus, the use of

the �rst index (number of publications) could penalize authors that publish fewer articles

in journals of higher quality. This critic is strictly linked with the above one risen about the

median criterion. It is wide recognized that the average quality of papers in the journals

collected by ISI and Scopus is higher, but it�s necessary to take into account that anyway

the quality of these journals remains di¤erent. To this end, ANVUR has proposed a new

formulation that aims to turn the choice of the three criteria hierarchically ordered with

the choice of two over the three indices seen at point 1. So that, the three medians will

be distinctly calculated and then will be included to the quali�cation test any scholar who

satis�es two of these three medians, with all possible combinations. In such way it is also

possible to �nd a solution for the second issue underlined for the median criterion, no

incentive will be provided for young scholars to produce many low quality works.
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4.2 Overview of the bibliometric indices

Originally, many indices were developed to quantify only the production of re-

searchers, e.g. the total number of published papers in a period of time, or only the impact

of their publications, e.g. the total number of citations, the average number of citations per

paper, the number and percentage of signi�cant papers (with more than a certain amount

of citations).

In order to evaluate better the performance of a scientist in 2005 Hirsch [H05]

proposed the h-index.

De�nition 88 (h-index) A scientist has index h if h of his or her Np papers have at least

h citations each and the other (Np � h) papers have � h citations each.

Fig. 4.2. Gra�cal interpretation of the

h-index

The main advantage of the h-index is that it measures at the same time the

productivity in terms of number of publications and the research quality in terms of citations
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per publication. It is also simple and easy to compute, for example using ISI WoS it is enough

to order the scientist�s publication list by the �eld �Time Cited�.

This new performance measure is robust since it doesn�t consider the lowly cited

papers and it also doesn�t count the excess of citations of the papers belonging to the top

h (highly cited papers). This feature can be considered also a disadvantage, indeed the

h-index considers having the same performance the following pro�les of scientists: one with

10 publications of 10 citations each, the second one with 100 publications but only 10 of 10

citations and a further scientist with only 10 papers but of 100 citations each.

A further disadvantage is that the h-index is �eld and time dependent, hence it

is not possible to compare authors in di¤erent disciplines and/or with a di¤erent career

length. Another aspect is that the h-index can never decrease, therefore retired researchers

(or simply inactive) may remain with a high h-index even if they have stopped to publish

new papers since the citations of previous papers may increase. According to Jin et al.

(2007) [JLRE] the h-index lacks sensitivity to performance changes.

As all indices based on citations the h-index su¤ers of the problems due to the

self-citations. Even if it is less vulnerable (more robust) to self-citations than the traditional

metrics (i.e., total, average, max, min, median citation count) (Katsaros et al. [KAB09]) it is

not immune to them (Schreiber, 2007 [S07]). The usual practice is to exclude them, leading

to a more complicated computation of the h-index, because the bibliometric databases do

not automatically allow to avoid self-citations.

Furthermore, the h-index is negatively in�uenced by the "e¤ect Matthew", the

phenomenon that fame breeds fame, or in other words often-cited papers get cited dispro-
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portionately more often than those that are less widely known, and in�uential authors gain

more in�uence.

Finally, the h-index does not take into account several di¤erent variables that

are often useful to evaluate the production of researchers, like time and the number of

co-authors.

Due to these disadvantages in the years after several authors proposed corrections

and complementary indices.

In order to take into account the career length, Hirsch himself [H05] proposed the

quotient m, obtained dividing the scientist�s h value by the number of years y since the

�rst scienti�c publication, formally

m =
h

y

Later, Egghe [E06] considered an advantage of the h-index not to take into account

the papers with a low number of citations and a disadvantage the lack of consideration of

the further citations received over the time by the highly cited papers. For this reason he

introduced the g-index, that he saw "as an improvement of the h-index to measure the

global citation performance of a set of articles".

De�nition 89 (g-index) Given a set of articles ranked in decreasing order of the number

of citations that they received, the g-index is the (unique) largest number such that the top

g articles received (together) at least g2 citations.

This means that g articles received on average g citations. The g-index is more

suitable than the h-index to characterize the overall impact of the publications of a scientist

(Schreiber (2008a) [S08a]) and it is more sensitive than the h-index in the evaluation of
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the "selective scientists", who show in average higher g-index/h-index ratio and a better

position in g-index ranking than in the h-index ones (Costas and Bordons (2008) [CB08]).

However, the g-index has some problems. It is more in�uenced by self-citations

than the h-index (Schreiber (2008b) [S08b]) and it is very highly in�uenced by isolate

successful paper: if the articles of a researcher usually receive few citations, but a particular

article gets a big success with a large number of citations, the g-index may rise to a large

amount compared to those researchers with a lot of average citations per article (Alonso

et al. 2010 [ACHHb]). These results led to consider that the g- and h-index can not be

substitute each other, but they are complementary.

Following the same idea of the g-index to give more weight to the most cited

articles, Kosmulski (2006) [K06] described the h2-index:

De�nition 90 (h2-index) A scientist�s h2-index is de�ned as the highest natural number

such that his h2 most-cited papers received each at least [h2]2 citations and the other papers

have � [h2]2 citations each.

Clearly, the h2-index is always lower than the h-index. This idea can be still

generalized, by the de�nition of the hx-index. Compared to the h-index, the h2-index

is probably appropriate in the �elds where the typical number of citations per article is

relatively high, like chemistry and physics, while the h-index is preferred in mathematics

or astronomy. When the typical number of citations per article is higher than in chemistry,

like in medicine and biology, x = 2:5 may be more appropriate. According to Jin et al

(2007) [JLRE] the main advantage of the h2-index is that it reduces the precision problem

but it is not enough sensitive.
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"Since the scientists do not publish the same number of articles the original h-index

is not the fairer metric", so Sidiropoulos et al. (2007) [SKM07] motived the introduction of

a normalized version of the h-index, namely the normalized h-index:

hn =
h

Np

where h is the h-index and Np is the total number of articles published by the scientist.

This particular index has a negative property: it rewards less productive researchers.

The authors also introduced also a pair of generalizations of the h-index. They

de�ned the contemporary h-index in order to take into account the age of the paper,

pointing out senior scientists with an high h-index but now inactive or retired and brilliant

young scientists who are expected to contribute with a large number of signi�cant works

in the near future, but that nowadays have a small number of important papers due to the

time constraint.

De�nition 91 (contemporary h-index) A researcher has contemporary h-index hc if hc

of its Np articles get a score of Sc(j) � hc each, and the rest (Np � hc) articles get a score

of Sc(j) � hc, where Sc(j) is a novel score of the j�th article such that:

Sc(j) :=  � (Y (now)� Y (j) + 1)�� � citj

where Y (now) is the current year, Y (j) and citj are respectively the publication year and

the number of citations of the j�th article.

Setting � = 1, then Sc(j) is the number of citations that article j has received,

divided by the �age�of the article. If � is close to zero, then the impact of the time penalty
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is reduced, and this variant coincides with the original h-index for  = 1. The coe¢ cient 

is used in order to create a meaningful h-index, otherwise dividing the number of citations

by the time interval, the quantities Sc(j) would became too small. In their experiments the

authors used  = 4, so that the citations of an article published during the current year

count four times, while the citations of an article published four years ago count only one

time and so on. In this way, an old article gradually loses its �value�, even if it still cited.

In other words, they mainly take into account the newer articles.

For the second case, the authors considered the �age�of each citation, namely the

year when an article acquired a particular citation. This allow to identify senior researchers

whose contributions are still in�uential even if published long time ago, and also to disclose

trendsetters, namely scientists whose work is considered pioneering, such to create a new

�trendy� line of research. To handle this, they proceeded assigning to each citation of a

paper an exponentially decaying weight, which is as a function of the �age�of the citation.

Thus, they de�ned the trend h-index, ht�index, as in the De�nition 91, with the only

di¤erence that:

St(j) :=  �
X
8c2citj

(Y (now)� Y (c) + 1)��

and Y (c) is the year of the citation c 2 citj .

In 2006 Rousseau ([R06]) had coined the term Hirsch-core (or h-core) as the

set consisting of the �rst h articles. Later Jin et al. (2007) ([JLRE, JLRE]) proposed a

following de�nition:"The Hirsch core can be considered as a group of high-performance

publications, with respect to the scientist�s career". On the basis of this new concept many

authors proposed further indices.
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Jin (2006) ([J06]) was the �rst to propose the use of the average of the Hirsch core

citations, by the A-index:

A =
1

h

hX
j=1

citj

where h is the h-index and citj is the number of citations of the j-th most cited article.

Like the g-index it keeps into account all the citations of the articles in the h-core. The

A-index can increase even when the h-index remains unchanged.

Jin et al. (2007) ([JLRE, JLRE]) noted also that the A-index penalizes the best

scientists with an high h-index as involves a division by h, thus they proposed the R-index,

de�ned as

R =

vuut hX
j=1

citj

where h is the h-index and citj is the number of citations of the most cited j-th article. We

can observe that there is a relationship between the indices R, h, A: R =
p
h �A. However

it doesn�t have any e¤ect on the precision problem since uses the same publication list of

the h-index .

Jin et al. (2007) [JLRE] also introduced a complementary to the R-index called

AR-index , in order to take into consideration both the citations and age of the publications

in the Hirsch core.

De�nition 92 (AR-index) The age-dependent R-index or AR-index is de�ned as the

square root of the sum of the average citations per year of the articles in the h-core. For-

mally:

AR =

vuut hX
j=1

citj
aj
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where h is the h-index, aj denotes the number of years since the publication of the j-th

article in the h-core and citj its number of citations.

Contrary to the h-index, the AR-index can actually decrease over time and this

allows to take into account the changing in the scientist�s performance.

Bornmann et al. (2008) [BMD08] pointed out that both the R-index and the

A-index, measuring the citation intensity in the Hirsch core, can be very sensitive to just

very few papers with extremely high citations. So in order to reduce the impact of these

isolated successful papers, they proposed the m-index, de�ned as the median of the cita-

tions received by papers in the Hirsch core. The idea of using the median rather than the

arithmetic mean, was suggested by the citation distribution, which is often skewed.

Later, Egghe and Rousseau (2008) [ER08] introduced a new variation of the h-

index, called the weighted h-index, or hw-index, de�ned by:

hw =

vuut r0X
j=1

citj

where citj is the number of citations of the j-th most cited paper and r0 is the largest row

index i such that rw(i) � citi and rw(i) =
qPi

j=1
citj
h . As well as the AR-index, it is has

the main advantage to be sensitive to the performance variations.

Eck and Waltman (2008) [EW08] argued the arbitrariness of the de�nition of the

h-index and proposed the h�-index.

De�nition 93 A scientist has h�-index h� if h� of his n papers have at least �h� citations

each and the other n� h� papers have fewer than �h� citations each. Numerically:

h�(x) = max fu j x(u) � �ug :
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where � 2 (0; 1).

Hence, h1 = h and for � 6= 1 the h�-index is not necessarily an integer. This

approach can be useful when the h-index is restrictive. For example, if several authors

share a high h-index it may be di¢ cult to discriminate them. In that cases an h�-index

with � < 1 might show greater granularity among the scientists.

In addition to the indices that take into account time variables, other authors

were interested to adapt the h-index in order to consider the number of co-authors of the

publications. Hirsch (2005) had already suggested that �it may be useful...to normalize h

by a factor that re�ects the average number of co-authors�. This proposal, later denoted

with hI , is formalized by:

hI =
h

Na

where Na is the average number of authors of the papers in the h-core.

In 2008 Schreiber [S08b] argued that this normalization is not fair as it penalizes

authors with some papers with a large number of co-authors, because the average is sensitive

to extreme values. Thus he proposed a new index called the hm-index that keeps into

account the in�uence of the number of co-authors for a researcher�s publication, counting

the papers fractionally according to the number of authors (i.e. only as one third for three

authors).

De�nition 94 The hm-index is de�ned as follows:

hm = max fr : reff (r) � c(r)g
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where r is the rank of the author�s paper when the publication list is sorted by the number

c(r) of citations and the e¤ective rank reff is given by

reff (r) =
rP
j=1

1

a(j)

where a(j) is the number of authors for the paper in the rank j.

The value 1
a(j) corresponds to the fraction attributed to the paper j. In case of the

h-index each paper is fully counted, thus the h-index turns out to be a special case of the

previous de�nition:

h = max fr : r � c(r)g (4.1)

The authors also observed that the hI -index can be obtained by the de�nition of the

hm�index, simply substituting to r in (4.1) the product rI(r) � �a(r), where �a(r) is the aver-

age number of authors of the �rst r papers: �a(r) := 1
r

rP
j=1

a(j), and rI(r) := 1
�a(r)

rP
j=1

1 = r
�a(r)

represents the ranking . So that:

hI :=
h

�a(h)
= max

�
r : rI(r) �

c(r)

�a(r)

�

Egghe (2008) [E08] also considered the problem of multiple authors. This paper

studies the h-index (Hirsch index) and the g-index of authors, in case one counts authorship

of the cited articles in a fractional way. He studied two di¤erent approaches: the �rst one

is called �fractional counting on citations�, and consists in giving to an author of an m-

authored paper only a credit of c
m if the paper received c citations. The second one is called

�fractional counting on papers�where for each author in a m-authored paper, the paper
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occupies only a fractional rank of 1
m (note that this approach is equivalent to that seen for

the hm-index).

This multiple authors approach might be useful to reward scientists whose papers

are entirely produced by themselves from the authors that work in big groups (and which

naturally publish a larger amount of papers).

In order to take into account all citations not just those in the Hirsch core, Ander-

son et al. (2008) [AHK08] proposed the tapered h-index. Their idea was to represent the

citations of the author�s papers in a Ferrers graph (as in the Fig.4.2), where each column

represents a partition of the citations amongst the articles. The largest completed (�lled

in) square of points in the upper left hand corner of a Ferrers graph is called the Durfee

square. Following this representation, the h-index is de�ned as the length of the side of the

Durfee square (in the case in Fig.4.2, h = 3), e¤ectively assigning no credit (zero score) to

all points that fall outside.

Fig.4.2

The main idea of the tapered h-index is to add to the h-index value all the citations with a
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weight equal to the inverse of the increment that makes the h-index increase of one unit. So

the tapered h-index in Fig.4.2 is calculated as follows: hT = 3+ 1
7 �4+

1
9 �3+

1
11 �2+

1
13 �1 ' 4:16.

De�nition 95 If an author has N papers with associated citations cit1; cit2; cit3; : : : ; citN

(ranked in descending order as in a Ferrers graph), the total tapered h-index, hT , is calcu-

lated by:

hT =
NP
j=1

hT (j)

where hT (j) is the score for any j-th paper of the list (with citj citations), such that:

hT (j) =

8>>><>>>:
citj

2j�1 citj � j

j
2j�1 +

citjP
i=j+1

j
2i�1 citj > j

This approach has the advantage of taking into account the complete researcher�s

production. The di¢ culty consists in the implementation, given the di¢ culty to detect the

complete and precise publication list from the bibliometric databases.

By a similar but simpler approach, Ruane and Tol (2008) [RT08] presented the

rational h-index, hrat-index, which has the advantage to provide more granularity in the

evaluation process since it increases in smaller steps than the original h-index.

De�nition 96 The hrat-index is is de�ned as (h+ 1) minus the relative number of scores

necessary for obtaining a value h+ 1. Formally:

hrat = (h+ 1)�
nc

2h+ 1

where h is the h-index, nc is the least number of citations necessary to obtain an h-index of

h + 1 (it corresponds to the blank spaces in the Durfee square of size h + 1) and 2h + 1 is

the maximum amount of cites that could be necessary to increment the h-index in one unit.
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It is obvious that h � hrat < h+ 1.

Guns and Rousseau (2009) [GR09] reviewed di¤erent real and rational variants of

the h- and g- indices.

De�nition 97 (real h- and g- index) Let P (r) denote the number of citations of the

r�th publication and let P (x) denote its piecewise linear interpolation, then the real h-

index hr is the abscissa of the intersection of the function P (x) and the angle bisector

y = x. Numerically:

hr =
(h+ 1) � P (h)� h � P (h+ 1)

1� P (h+ 1) + P (h)

Let Q(r) denote the cumulative citation count of all publications up to (and in-

cluding) r, i.e.Q(r) =
Pr
i=1 P (i), and let Q(x) denote its piecewise linear interpolation,

then the real g-index, gr is the abscissa of the intersection of the function Q(x) and the

curve y = x2. See the Fig.4.2.

Fig.4.2. Graphical construction for the

calculation of hr and gr.
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The real variants can also be used when citation scores are not natural numbers, for instance

when citations are counted fractionally.

A further time-dependent h-type index, the so called dynamic h-type index, was

proposed by Rousseau and Ye (2008) [RY08]. In particular, it depends on the size of the

h-core, the actual number of citations received by articles belonging to the h-core, and the

recent increase in h. It tries to detect situations where two scientists have the same h-index

and the same number of citations in the h-core, but that one has no change in his h-index

for a long time while the other scientist�s h-index is on the rise. So the de�nition contains

three time-dependent elements: the size and contents of the Hirsch core, the number of

citations received, and the h-velocity.

De�nition 98 The dynamic h-type index hd is de�ned as

hd = R(T ) � vh(T )

where R(T ) denotes the R-index de�ned by Jin et al. (2007) [JLRE] computed at time T

and vh is the h-velocity.

In practice, it is necessary to determine a starting point, T = 0 and a way to

determine vh. As suggested by the authors, the starting point should not be the beginning

of a scientist�s career, but when T is �now�, then T = 0 can be taken 10 or 5 years ago (or

any other appropriate time). Regarding the determination of vh(T ) over this period, should

be used a good-�tting continuous model for h(t) (or better for hrat).

Zhang in 2009 [Z09] proposed the e-index. The aim of the author was to �nd a

solution of two disadvantages of the h-index: the lack consideration of the citations above
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the h level and the "low resolution" of this index which doesn�t allow a precise evaluation of

the scientists. The g-index doesn�t manage to resolve completely these problems su¤ering

from the loss of citation informations.

De�nition 99 (e-index) The excess citations received by all papers in the h-core, denoted

by e2, are

e2 =
hX
j=1

(citj � h) =
hX
j=1

citj � h2

where citj are the citations received by the jth paper. The e-index is de�ned as

e =

vuut hX
j=1

citj � h2

Note that e � 0, and e is a real number. The Fig.4.2 suggests a graphical inter-

pretation.

Fig. 4.2. Graphical interpretation of the

e-index.

The e-index must be considered a complement of the h-index for the ignored excess citations,

especially useful for the comparison of scientists with the same h-index. It can be also used
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with the h-index to derive the A- and R- indices:

A = h+
e2

h

R =
p
h2 + e2

According to this formalization the h- and e- index are fundamental indices, while A and

R are derived.

Katsaros et al. (2009) [KAB09] argued that the issue of the citations is much

more complex and goes beyond self-citations; it involves the essential meaning of a citation.

They introduced the concept of coterminal citations, as the pattern of citation where some

author has (co)authored multiple papers citing another paper, as shown in the following

�gure:

Fig.4.2 Citing articles with author overlap.

Coterminal citations can be considered as a generalization of what is widely known as

cocitation, and their introduction attempts to capture the �in�ationary�trends in scholarly

communication which are re�ected by coauthorship and �exaggerate�citing.

To this end, the authors developed the f-index that is not a¤ected by the coter-

minal citations, in the sense that �appropriately�weighs them (f stands for "fractional"

citation counting scheme).
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De�nition 100 Given a set of quantities NAi
f representing the value of the citations of the

author�s Ai article, ranked in a decreasing order. The point where the rank becomes larger

than the respective NAi
f in the sorted sequence de�nes the author�s f index. The quantity

NAi
f is computed for each article Ai by:

NAi
f := fAi � s

where s is a �weighting�vector and fAi =
n
fAi1 ; f

Ai
2; ; f

Ai
x ; :::f

Ai
ncaAi

o
is a ncaAi�dimensional

vector of probability mass (ncaAi is the number of articles citing the Ai article), representing

the penetration of Ai�s ideas to the scienti�c community. Each component of fAi is de�ned

by:

fAix :=
j FAix j
Ni

where
�
FAix

	
x
is a family of sets such that

FAix := faj : author aj appears in exactly x articles citing Aig

with x = 1; 2; :::ncaAi and Ni is the total number of distinct authors citing Ai.

Consider the citing example shown in Fig.4.2, we call A the article cited by three

other articles. The number of articles citing A is 3, then FA1 = fa5; a6g, FA2 = fa1; a2; a4g

and FA3 = fa3g. Thus fA =
�
2
7 ;
3
7 ;
1
7

	
. Naturally, for successful scholars, we would prefer

the probability mass to be concentrated to the �rst coordinates. The simplest choice of the

weighting vector s is s = fnca; nca� 1; :::; 1g. Then NA
f = f

A � s = 2
7 :3 +

3
7 :2 +

1
7 :1 =

13
7 �

1:86.

The authors were aware that the detection and weighting of coterminal citations is

a di¢ cult procedure, so they suggested that the scienti�c community should set some rules
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about citing, for example qualifying each reference in context, self or oppose citations.

In 2010 Alonso et al. [ACHHb] presented the hg-index, which is based both on

h-index on the g-index, trying to maintain a balance between their bene�ts and minimize

the disadvantages:

De�nition 101 The hg-index of a scientist is calculated as the geometric mean of his

indices h and g, i.e.

hg =
p
h � g

It was shown that h � hg � g and hg�h � g�hg, that is, the hg-index corresponds

to a value nearer to h than to g. In this way it is avoid the g-index problem consisting in

the in�uence of an isolated big successful paper. The authors noted that this new index

has several advantages when compared with h- and g-indices individually: it is very simple

to compute given the h- and g- index, but it provides more granularity, making easier to

compare scientists with similar h- or g indices; as well as the g-index, it takes into account

the citations of the author�s most cited papers, but softens the in�uence of very successful

paper.

A further index, introduced by Vinkler (2009) [V09, V09], is the �-index . Unlike

other indicators (h-index included), which generally use data from all the published articles,

the �-index prefers a selection of the most in�uential publications, P�, de�ned as the square

root of total papers P� =
p
P .

De�nition 102 The �-index is equal to one hundredth of the number C(P�) of citations

obtained to the top square root P� of the total number of journal papers P (�elite set of
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papers�) ranked by a decreasing number of citations. Formally:

� = 0:01 � C(P�)

According to the author, selecting in�uential scientists and publications seem to be

the essential problem for scientometricians. The �-index prefers authors with outstandingly

cited papers, which may represent greatly in�uential publications in the �eld.

One of the most recent impact indices is the q2-index, proposed by Cabrezizo et

al. (2010) [CAHH]. It is based on two indices which stand for very di¤erent dimensions of

the scientist�s research output:

� the h-index, that informs about the number of papers in the h-core (quantitative

dimension),

� the m-index by [BMD08], which depicts the impact of the papers in the h-core (qual-

itative dimension).

De�nition 103 The q2-index of a scientist is calculated as the geometric mean of his h�

and m� index, i.e.:

q2 =
p
h �m

Note that h � q2 � m and q2 � h � q2 �m, the q2-index is nearer to h than to

m. It is simple to compute, given the h- and the m- index and it provides more granularity

than the h-index, since it takes also real values. It takes into account both the quantitative

and qualitative dimensions of the researcher�s productive core and, therefore, it obtains a

more global and balanced view of the scienti�c production of researchers than if we use the

h- and m-indices separately.
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4.3 Axiomatic approach

In the previous section we have seen an historical overview of the many variants

of bibliometric indices. The next step will be to report the contribute of the literature to

the axiomatic approach.

In 2008, Woeginger [W08a] proposed an axiomatic characterization of the h-index

in terms of three natural axioms. According to him, a researcher is represented by a

n-dimensional vector X = (X1; :::; Xk; :::; Xn), where n is the number of the author�s pub-

lications and Xk is the number of the citations to the his k-th most important (in terms of

impact) publication. The vector components are non-negative and decreasingly ordered, i.e.

X1 � X2 � ::: � Xk � ::: � Xn in the sense that a vector X = (X1; :::; Xn) is dominated

by a vector Y = (Y1; :::; Ym), X � Y , if n � m and Xk � Yk for 1 � k � n.

De�nition 104 Let X be the set of the vectors of the researchers. A scienti�c impact index

is a function f : X ! N that satis�es two conditions:

� if X = (0; 0; :::; 0) or if X is the empty vector (if n = 0), then f(X) = 0;

� monotonicity: if X � Y then f(X) � f(Y ).

Both properties seem to characterize well a measure of scienti�c production (im-

pact): a researcher whose scienti�c research fails to generate citations (all-zero vector X) as

well as a researcher without publications (empty vector X) has no impact. If the citations to

the scienti�c production of researcher Y dominate the citations to the scienti�c production

of researcher X publication by publication, then Y has more impact than X.
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On the basis of the previous de�nition, Woeginger provided a new formal de�nition

of the h-index.

De�nition 105 The h-index is the scienti�c impact index h : X ! N that assigns to the

vector X the value

h(X) : = max fk : Xm � k for all m � kg

= max fk : Xk � kg

Woeginger also introduced a new index, called w-index : "A w-index of at least

k means that there are k distinct publications that have at least 1; 2; 3; 4; :::; k citations

respectively" that is a scienti�c impact index as well.

De�nition 106 The w-index is the scienti�c impact index w : X ! N that assigns to the

vector X the value

w(X) := max fk : Xm � k �m+ 1 for all m � kg

The main contribute of Woeginger (2008) is the formulation of the following �ve

axioms and the characterization of the h-index and the w-index in terms of these axioms.

Axiom 107 (A1) If the (n + 1)�dimensional vector Y results from the n�dimensional

vector X by adding a new article with f(X) citations, then f(Y ) � f(X).

Axiom 108 (A2) If the (n + 1)�dimensional vector Y results from the n�dimensional

vector X by adding a new article with f(X) + 1 citations, then f(Y ) > f(X).

Axiom 109 (B) If the n�dimensional vector Y results from the n�dimensional vector X

by increasing the number of citations of a single article, then f(Y ) � f(X) + 1.
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Axiom 110 (C) If the n�dimensional vector Y results from the n�dimensional vector X

by increasing the number of citations of every article by at most one, then f(Y ) � f(X)+1.

Axiom 111 (D) If the (n+1)�dimensional vector Y results from the n�dimensional vec-

tor X by �rst adding an article with f(X) citations and afterwards increasing the number

of citations of every article by at least one, then f(Y ) > f(X).

Theorem 112 (Th.4.1. [W08a]) A scienti�c impact index f : X ! N satis�es the three

Axioms A1, B, and D, if and only if it is the h-index.

Theorem 113 (Th.4.2. [W08a]) A scienti�c impact index f : X ! N satis�es the three

Axioms A2, B, and C, if and only if it is the w-index.

In a sequent work [W08b] Woeginger provided a new axiomatic characterization of

the h-index, based on a simple symmetry axiom which essentially imposes that the number

of citations and the number of publications should be treated in the same way and should

be measured in the same scale.

To this end, he de�ned for any citation vector X = (X1; :::; Xk; :::; Xn) the corre-

sponding re�ected publication vector R(X) := (X 0
1; :::; X

0
m) where

X 0
l = jfk : Xk � lgj :

If the vector X doesn�t contain any null components, then R(R(X)) = X:

Axiom 114 (S) f(X) = f(R(X)) for any X 2 X .

Proposition 115 (Prop.3.1 [W08b]) The h-index and the w-index both satisfy Axiom

S.
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In the following �gure is given a graphical interpretation of the symmetry axiom

for the h-index. Publications are on the horizontal axis, and the numbers of citations per

publication are on the vertical axis. The side length of the shaded square yields the h-index.

The re�ection leaves the value of the h-index .

In [DW09] and [W09] we found further generalizations to the h2-index and the

g-index, respectively.
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Chapter 5

Scienti�c Research Measures

The aim of this chapter is to present an interesting application of the quasi-concave

analysis to the bibliometrics. We propose a new scienti�c performance measures. Di¤er-

ently from any existing approach, our formulation is clearly germinated from the theory of

risk measures. The axiomatic approach developed in the seminal paper by Artzner et al.

[ADEH99] turned out to be, in this last decade, very in�uential for the theory of risk mea-

sures: instead of focusing on some particular measurement of the risk carried by �nancial

positions (the variance, the V@R, etc. etc.), [ADEH99] proposed a class of measures sat-

isfying some reasonable properties (the �coherent�axioms, see De�nition 1). Ideally, each

institution could select its own risk measure, provided it obeyed the structural coherent

properties. This approach added �exibility in the selection of the risk measure and, at the

same time, established a uni�ed framework. We propose the same approach in order to

determine a good class of scienti�c performance measures, that we call Scienti�c Research

Measures (SRMs).
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We have seen in the Chapter 2 that the theory of coherent risk measures was later

extended to the class of convex risk measures (Föllmer and Schied [FS02], Frittelli and

Rosazza [FR02]). The origin of our proposal can be traced in the more recent development

of this theory, leading to the notion of quasi-convex risk measures introduced by Cerreia-

Vioglio et al. [CMMMa] and further developed in the dynamic frame work by Frittelli and

Maggis [FM11]. Additional papers in this area include: Cherny and Madan [CM09], that

introduced the concept of an Acceptability Index (see De�nition 13) having the property of

quasi-concavity; Drapeau and Kupper [DK10], where the correspondence between a quasi-

convex risk measure and the associated family of acceptance sets - already present in [CM09]

- is fully analyzed. The representation of quasi-convex monotone maps in terms of family

of acceptance sets, as well as their dual formulations, are the key ideas underlying our

de�nition of SRM.

We propose a family of SRMs that are:

� �exible in order to �t peculiarities of di¤erent areas and ages;

� inclusive, as they comprehends several popular indices;

� calibrated to the particular scienti�c community;

� coherent, as they share the same structural properties - based on an axiomatic ap-

proach;

� granular, as they allow a more precise comparison between scientists and are based

on the whole citation curve of a scientist.

We propose a general class of scienti�c performance measures (SRMs), in order
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to provide an unifying framework for most of the popular indices. The de�nition of the

SRM, the relative properties and some examples are given in Section 5.1. A new interesting

approach to the whole area of bibliometric indices is provided by the dual representation

of a SRM, discussed in Section 5.2. We also show in Section 5.3 the method to compute a

particular SRM, called �-index, and we report some empirical results obtained by calibrating

the performance curves to a speci�c data set (built using Google Scholar).

5.1 On a class of Scienti�c Research Measures

We represent each author by a vector X of citations, where the i-th component

of X represents the number of citations of the i-th publication and the components of X

are ranked in decreasing order. We consider the whole citation curve of an author as a

decreasing bounded step functions X (see Fig.5.1) in the convex cone:

X+ =

8>><>>:
X : R! R+ j X is bounded, with only a �nite numbers of values,

decreasing on R+ and such that X(x) = 0 for x < 0:

9>>=>>;

Fig. 5.1. Author�s Citation Curve
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We compare the citation curve X of an author with a theoretical citation curve fq repre-

senting the desiderata citations at a �x performance level q. For this purpose we introduce

the following class of curves. Let I � R be the index set of the performance level. For any

q 2 I we de�ne the theoretical performance curve of level q as a function fq : R! R+ that

associates to each publication x 2 R the corresponding number of citations fq(x) 2 R+.

De�nition 116 (Performance curves) Given a index set I � R of performance levels

q 2 I, a class F := ffqgq2I of functions fq : R! R+ is a family of performance curves if

i) ffqg is increasing in q, i.e. if q � p then fq(x) � fp(x) for all x;

ii) for each q, fq(x) is left continuous in x;

iii) fq(x) = 0 for all x < 0 and all q:

The main feature of these curves is that a higher performance level implies a higher

number of citations. This family of curves is crucial for our objective to build a SRM able

to comprehend many of the popular indices and calibrated to the scienti�c area and the

seniority of the authors.

De�nition 117 (Performance sets and SRM) Given a family of performance curves

F = ffqgq, we de�ne the family of performance sets AF := fAqgq by

Aq :=
�
X 2 X+ j X(x) � fq(x) for all x 2 R

	
:

The Scienti�c Research Measure (SRM) is the map �F : X+ ! [0;1] associated to F and

AF given by

�F(X) : = sup fq 2 I j X 2 Aqg

= sup fq 2 I j X(x) � fq(x) for all x 2 Rg : (5.1)
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The SRM �F is obtained by the comparison between the real citation curve of an

author X (the red line in Fig.5.1) and the family F of performance curves (the blue line in

Fig.5.1): the �F(X) is the greatest level q of the performance curve fq below the author�s

citation curve X:

Fig. 5.1. Determination of a particular SRM, the h-index (that in this

example is equal to 4).

5.1.1 Some examples of existing SRMs

The previous de�nition points out the importance of the family of theoretical

performance curves for the determination of the SRM. It is clear that di¤erent choices of

F := ffqgq lead to di¤erent SRM �F. The following examples show that some well known

indices of scienti�c performance are particular cases of our SRM. In the following examples,

if X has p � 1 publications that received at least one citation, we set: X =
Pp
i=1 xi1(i�1;i]

, with xi � xi+1 for all i.
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Example 118 (max # of citations) The maximum number of citations of the most

cited author�s paper is the SRM �Fcmax de�ned by (5.1), where the family Fcmax of per-

formance curves is:

fq(x) =

8>><>>:
q 0 < x � 1

0 x > 1

for all x 2 R+. (5.2)

(5.3)

Example 119 (total number of publications) The total number of publications with

at least one citation is the SRM �Fp de�ned by (5.1), where the family Fp of performance

curves is:

fq(x) =

8>><>>:
1 0 < x � q

0 x > q

for all x 2 R+. (5.4)

(5.5)
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Example 120 (h-index) According to the de�nition given by Hirsch, 2005 [H05]: "A

scientist has index h if h of his or her Np papers have at least h citations each and the other

(Np � h) papers have � h citations each�. The h-index is the SRM �Fh de�ned by (5.1),

where the family Fh of performance curves is:

fq(x) =

8>><>>:
q 0 < x � q

0 x > q

: for x 2 R+: (5.6)

(5.7)

Example 121 (h2-index) Kosmulski, 2006 [K06] de�ned a scientist�s h2-index "as the

highest natural number such that his h2 most cited papers received each at least [h2]2 cita-

tions". This index is the SRM �Fh2de�ned by (5.1), where the family Fh2 of performance

curves is:

fq(x) =

8>><>>:
q2 0 < x � q

0 x > q

for x 2 R+:

Example 122 (h�-index) Eck and Waltman, 2008 [EW08] proposed the h�-index as a

generalization of the h-index so de�ned: "a scientist has h�-index h� if h� of his n papers

have at least ��h� citations each and the other n�h� papers have � ��h� citations each".

Hence, h�-index is the SRM �Fh� de�ned by (5.1),where the family Fh� of performance
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curves is:

fq(x) =

8>><>>:
�q 0 < x � q

0 x > q

for x 2 R+ and � 2 (0;1):

Example 123 (w-index) Woeginger, 2008 [W08a] introduced the w-index de�ned as: "a

w-index of at least k means that there are k distinct publications that have at least 1, 2, 3,

4,..., k citations, respectively". It is the SRM �Fw de�ned by (5.1), where the family Fw of

performance curves is:

fq(x) =

8>><>>:
q � x+ 1 0 < x � q

0 x > q

for all x 2 R+: (5.8)

Example 124 (hrat-index & hr-index) The rational and the real h-index, hrat-index

and hr-index, introduced respectively by Ruane and Tol, 2008 [RT08] and Guns and Rousseau,

2009 [GR09] are SRMs, indeed they could be de�ned as the h-index but taking respectively

q 2 I �Q and q 2 I �R.

Example 125 (hm-index) Schreiber, 2008 [S08b] proposed a new index called hm-index

that keeps into account the in�uence of the number of co-authors for a researcher�s publica-

tion, counting the papers fractionally according to the number of authors. The hm-index is

the SRM �Fhm de�ned by (5.1),where the family Fhm of performance curves is:

fq(x) =

8>>><>>>:
qP
j=1

1
a(j) 0 < x � q

0 x > q

for x 2 R+;

where a(j) is the number of authors for the paper j.
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5.1.2 Key properties of the SRMs

Now we point out some relevant properties of the family AF = fAqgq of perfor-

mance sets and of the SRM �F.

Proposition 126 Let X1; X2 2 X+.

1. If AF = fAqgq is a family of performance sets then:

i) fAqg is decreasing monotone: Aq � Ap for any level q � p;

ii) Aq is monotone for any q: X1 2 Aq and X2 � X1 implies X2 2 Aq;

iii) Aq is convex for any q: if X1; X2 2 Aq then �X1+(1��)X2 2 Aq for � 2 [0; 1];

2. If �F is a SRM then it is:

i) increasing monotone: if X1 � X2 ) �F(X1) � �F(X2);

ii) quasi-concave: �F(�X1 + (1� �)X2) � min(�F(X1); �F(X2)) for all � 2 [0; 1].

Proof.

1) The proof of the monotonicity and convexity of AF follows from the de�nition.

2.i) It is su¢ cient to show that

fq 2 I j X1 � fqg � fq 2 I j X2 � fqg :

As X1 � X2, X1 � fq implies X2 � fq:

2.ii) Let �F(X1) � m and �F(X2) � m. By de�nition of �F, 8" > 0 9qi s.t. Xi � fqi and

qi > �F(Xi) � " � m � ". Then Xi � fqi � fm�", as ffqgq is an increasing family,
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and therefore �X1+(1��)X2 � fm�". As this holds for any " > 0, we conclude that

�F(�X1 + (1� �)X2) � m and �F is quasi-concave.

It is obviously reasonable that a SRM should be increasing: if the citations of a

researcher X2 dominate the citations of another researcher X1 publication by publication,

then X2 has a performance greater than X1.

Now, we introduce a counterexample in order to show that a SRM is not in general

quasi-convex, that is �F(�X1 + (1 � �)X2) � max(�F(X1); �F(X2)) for all � 2 [0; 1]: We

consider two researchers, X1 = [8 6 4 2] and X2 = [4 2 2 2 2], where X2 has more

publications than X1 but less cited. If we compute for example the w-index we obtain that

�Fw(X1) = 4 and �Fw(X2) = 3, while taking � =
1
2 the SRM �Fw of the combined citation

curve X = 1
2X1 +

1
2X2 = [6 4 3 2 1] is �Fw(X) = 5.

5.1.3 Additional properties of SRMs

We have seen that all the SRMs �F share the same structural properties of monotonic-

ity and quasiconcavity. We start this section classifying the SRMs on the basis of the

addition of citations to the old papers.

De�nition 127 (Additional citation properties) A SRM �F : X+ ! [0;1] is

a) C-superadditive if �F(X +m) � �F(X) +m for all m 2 R+;

b) C-subadditive if �F(X +m) � �F(X) +m for all m 2 R+;

c) C-additive if �F(X +m) = �F(X) +m for all m 2 R+.
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A SRM is C-superadditive (C-subadditive) if the additional citations to the old

papers lead an increase of the measure more (less) than linear. In other terms, a C-

superadditive SRM gives more weight than the C-subadditive SRM to the additional ci-

tations to the oldest papers.

We have seen that the SRM �F depends on the family of performance curves

F := ffqgq under consideration. The main feature of this family of curves is that is increasing

monotone over q: We provide a characterization of this family in terms of the speed in the

increase of the performance curves.

De�nition 128 Let F a family of performance curve. We say that:

a) F is slowly increasing in q if fq+m � fq � m for all m 2 R+;

b) F is fast increasing in q if fq+m � fq � m for all m 2 R+;

c) F is linear increasing in q if fq+m � fq = m for all m 2 R+.

These properties of the family of performance curves can be express in terms of

corresponding properties of the family AF of performance sets.

Lemma 129 Let F a family of performance curve.

1. F is slowly increasing in q; if and only if

Aq +m � Aq+m (5.9)

for all m 2 R+ and q 2 I;
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2. F is fast increasing in q, if and only if

Aq+m � Aq +m (5.10)

for all m 2 R+ and q 2 I;

3. F is linear increasing in q, if and only if

Aq+m = Aq +m

for all m 2 R+ and q 2 I;

Proof. (1) In order to show that Aq +m � Aq+m we observe that:

Aq+m :=
�
X 2 X+ j X � fq+m

	
Aq +m =

�
X 2 X+ j X � fq

	
+m

= fX j X � fq +mg

As fq + m � fq+m, if X is such that X � fq + m then X � fq+m. This means that

X 2 Aq +m implies that X 2 Aq+m:

Regarding the other implication, we know that if X 2 Aq +m then X 2 Aq+m,

that is X � fq +m implies X � fq+m. This implies that fq +m � fq+m.

(2) By hypothesis we know that fq+m � fq+m. Hence, if X is such that X � fq+m

then X � fq +m. This means that X 2 Aq+m implies that X 2 Aq +m.

Regarding the other side, we know that if X 2 Aq+m then X 2 Aq +m; that is

X � fq+m implies X � fq +m. This implies that fq+m � fq +m.

(3) The proof of this point follows directly from the previous ones, observing that F

is linear increasing in q if and only if F is slowly and fast increasing in q and Aq+m = Aq+m

if both of the inclusions (5.9) and (5.10) hold.
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The following lemma shows that the additional citation properties of the SRM �F

can be built in from the corresponding properties of the family F of the performance curves

or AF of performance sets.

Lemma 130 Let F a family of performance curves.

1. If F is slowly increasing in q; then �F is C-superadditive;

2. If F is fast increasing in q; then �F is C-subadditive;

3. If F is linear increasing in q; then �F is C-additive.

Proof. (1) In order to show that �F(X +m)�m � �F(X) for all m 2 R+ we use

the de�nition in (5.1) and we observe that

�F(X +m)�m = sup fq 2 I j X +m � fqg �m

= sup fq �m 2 I j X � fq �mg

= sup fq 2 I j X � fq+m �mg (5.11)

Hence it�s su¢ cient to show that fq j X � fqg � fq j X � fq+m �mg and this is true since

fq � fq+m �m;

(2) In order to show that �F(X+m)�m � �F(X) for allm 2 R+ we use the de�ni-

tion in (5.1) and the relation (5.11). Hence it�s su¢ cient to show that fq j X � fq+m �mg �

fq j X � fqg and this is true since fq+m �m � fq;

(3) It follows directly from the previous points observing that F is linear increasing

in q if and only if it is slowly and fast increasing in q and that �F is C-additive if and only

if it is C-superadditive and C-subadditive.
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Now we give some examples using some popular SRMs.

Example 131 The h-index in the example (120) is a C-subadditive SRM, but the associated

family F of performance curves de�ned in (5.6) is fast increasing in q. Indeed the property

is true only on [0; q +m] for any m 2 R+ since the performance curves are equal to zero

outside. Hence, the performance curves of the h-index are fast increasing only in the Hirsch

core.

The same considerations hold for the h2- and h�- index (see examples (121) and

(122)).

Example 132 The family F de�ned in 5.8 of the w-index (see example 123) is slowly

increasing in q. This condition is su¢ cient to say that the w-index is a C-superadditive

SRM.

Example 133 The maximum number of citations of an article (see example 118) is a

C-additive SRM, even if the family F of performance curves de�ned in 5.2 is not linear

increasing in q. This property holds only on [0; 1], since the performance curves are equal

to zero outside.

Example 134 The total number of publications (see example 119) is a C-superadditive

SRM since the family F of performance curves de�ned in 5.4 is slowly increasing in q.

We now de�ne further properties linked to the addition of a single publication to

the author�s citation curve.
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De�nition 135 (Additional paper properties) Let p := max fx : X(x) > 0g the max-

imum number of publications with at least one citation of the author X. A SRM �F : X+ !

R+ is

a) P-superadditive if �F(X + 1fp+1g) � �F(X) + 1;

b) P-subadditive if �F(X + 1fp+1g) � �F(X) + 1;

c) P-additive if �F(X + 1fp+1g) = �F(X) + 1;

c) P-invariance if �F(X + 1fp+1g) = �F(X).

A SRM is P-superadditive if the addition of one citation to a new publication leads

to an increase of the measure more than linear. Someway if we use a P-superadditive SRM

in our evaluation we are giving more weight to the additional publication than in case of

P-subadditive SRM. Many known SRMs are P-invariance (i.e. the cmax, h-, h2- and h�-

index in the examples (118) (120), (121) and (122)) as the addition of one citation to a new

publication leaves the SRM invariant. The w-index (in the example (123)) is P-subadditive

as the addition of one citation to a new publication makes it greater at most of 1 unit.

While the total number of publications p with at least one citation (in the example (119))

is clearly P-additive.

5.2 On the Dual Representation of the SRMs

The goal of this section is to provide a dual representation of the SRM. To this

scope, we need some topological structure. Let (R;B(R); �) be a probability space, where

B(R) is the �-algebra of the Borel sets, � is a probability measure on B(R). Since the citation
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curve of an author X is a bounded function, it appears natural to take X 2 L1(R;B(R); �),

where L1(R;B(R); �) is the space of B(R)-measurable functions that are � almost surely

bounded. If we endow L1 with the weak topology �(L1; L1) then L1 = (L1; �(L1; L1))0 is

its topological dual. In the dual pairing (L1; L1; h�; �i) the bilinear form h�; �i : L1�L1 ! R

is given by hX;Zi = E[ZX], the linear function X 7! E[ZX], with Z 2 L1, is �(L1; L1)

continuous and (L1; �(L1; L1)) is a locally convex topological vector space.

We have seen in the Section 5.1 that the SRM is a quasi-concave and monotone

map. Under appropriate continuity assumptions, the dual representation of these type of

maps can be found in [PV90],[Vo98], [CMMMa].

De�nition 136 A map � : L1(R) ! R is �(L1; L1)�upper-semicontinuous if the upper

level sets

fX 2 L1(R) j �(X) � qg

are �(L1; L1)�closed for all q 2 R.

Lemma 137 If AF = fAqgq is a family of performance sets then Aq is �(L1; L1)-closed

for any q.

Proof. To prove that Aq is �(L1; L1)-closed let Yn 2 Aq := fX 2 L1 j X � fqg

satisfy Yn
�(L1;L1)! Y . By contradiction, suppose that �(A) > 0 whereA := fx 2 R j Y (x) < fq(x)g 2

B(R). Taking as a continuous linear functional Z = 1A 2 L1, from Yn
�(L1;L1)! Y we deduce:

E[1Afq] � E[1AYn]! E[1AY ] < E[1Afq].

The following lemma shows the relation between the continuity property of the

family F of performance curves, those of the family AF of performance sets and those of the
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SRM �F:

Lemma 138 Let F be a family of performance curves. If F is left continuous in q, that is

fq�"(x) " fq(x) for " # 0; for all x,

then:

1. AF is left-continuous in q, that is

Aq =
\
�>0

Aq�";

2.

Aq = fX 2 L1 j �F(X) � qg , for all q 2 I: (5.12)

3. �F is �(L
1; L1)-upper-semicontinuous.

Proof.

1. By assumption we have that fq�"(x) " fq(x) for " ! 0, for all x 2 R. We have

proved in Proposition (126) that fAqg is decreasing monotone, hence we know that

Aq �
T
">0

Aq�". By contradiction we suppose that

\
">0

Aq�" % Aq;

so that there will exist X 2 L1 such that X � fq�" for every " > 0 but X(A) <

fq(A) for some A 2 B(R) such that �(A) > 0. Then there exists � > 0 such that

fq(x) �X(x) � � for any x in B � A such that �(B) > 0. Then fq(x) �X(x) > �
2

for any x 2 B. Since fq�" " fq we may �nd " > 0 such that fq(x) � fq�"(x) < �
2 for

x 2 B. Thus X(x) � fq�"(x) > fq(x)� �
2 for x 2 B and this is a contradiction.
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2. Now let

Bq := fX 2 L1 j �F(X) � qg :

Aq � Bq follows directly from the de�nition of �F: We have to show that Bq � Aq:

Let X 2 Bq. Hence �F(X) � q and for all " > 0 there exists q such that q+ " � q and

X(x) � fq(x) for all x 2 R: Since fq are increasing in q we have that X(x) � fq�"(x)

for all x 2 R and " > 0, therefore X 2 Aq�". By the left continuity in q of the

family F we have know that fAqg is left-continuous in q for the previous item and so:

X 2
T
�>0
Aq�" = Aq.

3. By Lemma (137) we know that Aq is �(L1; L1)�closed for any q and therefore the

upper level sets Bq = Aq are �(L1; L1)�closed and �F is �(L1; L1) upper semicon-

tinuous.

Notice that �(L1; L1)-upper semicontinuity is equal to the continuity from above

of a SRM. This fact can be proved in a way similar to the convex case (see for example

[FS04]).

Lemma 139 Let �F : L1 ! R+ be a SRM. Then the following are equivalent:

�F is �(L
1; L1)-upper semicontinuous;

�F is continuous from above: Xn; X 2 L1 and Xn # X imply �F(Xn) # �F(X)

Proof. Let �F be �(L1; L1)-upper semicontinuous and suppose that Xn # X. As

the elements in L1 are order continuous, we also have: Xn
�(L1;L1)�! X. The monotonicity

of �F implies �F(Xn) # and q := limn �F(Xn) � �F(X). Hence �F(Xn) � q and Xn 2 Bq :=
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fY 2 L1 j �F(Y ) � qg which is closed by assumption. Hence X 2 Bq; which implies that

�F(X) = q and that �F is continuous from above.

Conversely, suppose that �F is continuous from above. We have to show that the

convex set Bq is �(L1; L1)-closed for any q. By the Krein Smulian Theorem it is su¢ cient

to prove that C := Bq \ fX 2 L1 j k X k1< rg is �(L1; L1)-closed for any �xed r > 0

and q 2 R. As C � L1 � L1 and as the embedding

(L1; �(L1; L1)) ,! (L1; �(L1; L1))

is continuous it is su¢ cient to show that C is �(L1; L1)-closed. Since the �(L1; L1)

topology and the L1 norm topology are compatible, and C is convex, it is su¢ cient to

prove that C is closed in L1. Take Xn 2 C such that Xn ! X in L1. Then there

exists a subsequence fYngn � fXngn such that Yn ! X a.s. and �F(Yn) � q for all

n. Set Zm := supn�m Yn _ X. Then Zm 2 L1, since fYngn is uniformly bounded; and

Zm � Ym, �F(Zm) � �F(Ym) and Zm # X. From the continuity from above we conclude:

�F(X) = limm �F(Zm) � lim supm �F(Ym) � q. Thus X 2 Bq and consequently X 2 C:

When the family of performance curves F is left continuous, Lemma (138) shows

that the SRM is �(L1; L1)-upper semicontinuous. Hence we can provide a dual represen-

tation for the SRM in the same spirit of [Vo98] and [DK10].

Denote

P := fQ� Pg and Z :=
�
Z =

dQ

dP
j Q 2 P

�
=
�
Z 2 L1+ j E[Z] = 1

	
Theorem 140 Suppose that the family of performance curves F is left continuous. Each
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SRM �F : L
1(R;B(R); �)! R de�ned in (5.1) can be represented as

�F(X) = inf
Z2Z

H(Z;E[ZX]) = inf
Z2Z

H+(Z;E[ZX]) (5.13)

= inf
Q2P

H+(Q;EQ[X]) for all X 2 L1

where H : L1 � R! R is de�ned by

H(Z; t) := sup
�2L1

f�F(�) j E[�Z] � tg ;

H+(Z; �) is its right continuous version:

H+(Z; t) := inf
s>t
H(Z; s) = sup fq 2 R j t � (Z; q)g ; (5.14)

and  : L1 � R! R is de�ned by:

(Z; q) := inf
X2L1

fE[ZX] j �F(X) � qg : (5.15)

Proof. Step 1: �F(X) = infZ2Z H(Z;E[ZX]):

Fix X 2 L1. As X 2 f� 2 L1 j E[Z�] � E[ZX]g, by the de�nition of H(Z; t) we

deduce that, for all Z 2 L1;

H(Z;E[ZX]) � �F(X)

hence

inf
Z2L1

H(Z;E[ZX]) � �F(X):

We prove the opposite inequality. Let " > 0 and de�ne the set

C" := f� 2 L1 j �F(�) � �F(X) + "g
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As �F is quasi-concave and �(L
1; L1)-upper semicontinuous, C is convex and �(L1; L1)�closed.

Since X =2 C", the Hahn Banach theorem implies the existence of a continuous linear func-

tional that strongly separates X and C"; that is there exist k 2 R and Z" 2 L1 such that

E[�Z"] > k > E[XZ"] for all � 2 C":

Hence

f� 2 L1 j E[�Z"] � E[XZ"]g � Cc" := f� 2 L1 j �F(�) < �F(X) + "g

and

�F(X) � inf
Z2L1

H(Z;E[ZX]) � H(Z"; E[XZ"])

= sup f�F(�) j � 2 L1 and E[�Z"] � E[XZ"]g

� sup f�F(�) j � 2 L1 and �F(�) < �F(X) + "g � �F(X) + ":

Therefore, �F(X) = infZ2L1 H(Z;E[ZX]). To show that the inf can be taken over the

positive cone L1+, it is su¢ cient to prove that Z" � L1+. Let Y 2 L1+ and � 2 C": Given

that �F is monotone increasing, � + nY 2 C" for every n 2 N and we have:

E[(� + nY )Z"] > k > E[XZ"]) E[Y Z"] >
E[Z"(X � �)]

n
! 0; as n!1:

As this holds for any Y 2 L1+ we deduce that Z" � L1+. Therefore, �F(X) = infZ2L1+ H(Z;E[ZX]).

By de�nition of H(Z; t),

H(Z;E[ZX]) = H(�Z;E[X(�Z)]) 8Z 2 L1 and Z 6= 0:

Hence we deduce

�F(X) = inf
Z2L1+(R)

H(Z;E[ZX]) = inf
Z2Z

H(Z;E[ZX]) = inf
Q2P

H(Q;EQ[X]):
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Step 2: �F(X) = infZ2Z H
+(Z;E[ZX]):

Since H(Z; �) is increasing and Z 2 L1+ we obtain

H+(Z;E[ZX]) := inf
s>E[ZX]

H(Z; s) � lim
Xm#X

H(Z;E[XmZ]);

�F(X) = inf
Z2L1+

H(Z;E[ZX]) � inf
Z2L1+

H+(Z;E[ZX]) � inf
Z2L1+

lim
Xm#X

H(Z;E[XmZ])

= lim
Xm#X

inf
Z2L1+

H(Z;E[XmZ]) = lim
Xm#X

�F(Xm)
(CFA)
= �F(X):

Step 3: H+(Z; t) := infs>tH(Z; s) = sup fq 2 R j t � (Z; q)g :

Now let the RHS of equation (5.14) be denoted by

S(Z; t) := sup fq 2 R j (Z; q) � tg ; (Z; t) 2 L1 � R;

and note that S(Z; �) is the right inverse of the increasing function (Z; �) and therefore

S(Z; �) is right continuous.

To prove that H+(Z; t) � S(Z; t) it is su¢ cient to show that for all p > t we have:

H(Z; p) � S(Z; p); (5.16)

Indeed, if (5.16) is true

H+(Z; t) = inf
p>t
H(Z; p) � inf

p>t
S(Z; p) = S(Z; t);

as both H+ and S are right continuous in the second argument.

Writing explicitly the inequality (5.16)

sup
�2L1

f�F(�) j E[�Z] � pg � sup fq 2 R j (Z; q) � pg
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and letting � 2 L1 satisfying E[�Z] � p, we see that it is su¢ cient to show the existence

of q 2 R such that (Z; q) � p and q � �F(�). If �F(�) =1 then (Z; q) � p for any q and

therefore S(Z; p) = H(Z; p) =1.

Suppose now that1 > �F(�) > �1 and de�ne q := �F(�): As E[�Z] � p we have:

(Z; q) := inf fE[�Z] j �F(�) � qg � p:

Then q 2 R satis�es the required conditions.

To obtain H+(Z; t) := infp>tH(Z; p) � S(Z; t) it is su¢ cient to prove that, for all

p > t; H(Z; p) � S(Z; t), that is :

sup
�2L1

f�F(�) j E[�Z] � pg � sup fq 2 R j (Z; q) � tg : (5.17)

Fix any p > t and consider any q 2 R such that (Z; q) � t. By the de�nition of

, for all " > 0 there exists �" 2 L1 such that �F(�") � q and E[�"Z] � t+ ": Take " such

that 0 < " < p� t. Then E[�"Z] � p and �F(�") � q and (5.17) follows.

Remark 141 This dual representation provides an interesting interpretation of the SRM.

Let Q be the �weight�that we can assign to the author�s publications (for example, the impact

factor of the Journal where the article is published). For a �xed Q; the term (Q; q) :=

inf fEQ[�] j �F(�) � qg represents the smallest Q-average of citations that a generic author

needs in order to have the SRM at least of q. We observe that this term is independent from

the citations of the author X:

On the light of these considerations we can interpret the term H+(Q;EQ[X]) :=

sup fq 2 R j EQ[X] � (Q; q)g as the greatest performance level that the author X can reach,
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in the case that we attribute the weight Q to the publications. Namely, we compare the Q-

average of the author X, EQ[X], with the minimum Q-average necessary to reach each level

q, that is (Q; q).

Finally, the SRM of the author X; �F(X) = infQ2P H
+(Q;EQ[X]), corresponds

to the smallest performance level obtained changing the weight attributed to the journals.

The theorem exhibits the relationship between the performance curve approach and

this average approach.

In the following examples we �nd the dual representation of some existing indices.

In all these examples the family F of performance curves is left continuous hence, by Lemma

(138), the associated SRM �F is �(L
1; L1)-upper semicontinuous and X satis�es: �F(X) �

q i¤ X 2 Aq i¤ X � fq: Therefore, we �nd the dual representation computing ; H+ and

�F applying the formulas: (5.15),(5.14) and (5.13). Recall that X =
Pp
i=1 xi1(i�1;i] , with

xi � xi+1 for all i.

Example 142 (max # of citations) Consider the example (118). For Z 2 L1+; we com-

pute (Z; q)

(Z; q) := inf
�Fcmax

(X)�q
E[ZX] = inf

X(x)�q1(0;1](x)
E[ZX] = qE[1(0;1]Z]

where the �rst equality is due to (5.12). We obtain

H+(Z;E[ZX]) := sup
�
q 2 R j E[ZX] � qE[1(0;1]Z]

	
=

E[ZX]

E[1(0;1]Z]
:

In our application, any non zero citation vector X always satis�es X � x11(0;1] and, since

E[X1(0;1]] = x1E[1(0;1]]; we also have:
1(0;1]
E[1(0;1]]

� X
E[X1(0;1]]

. Therefore,

E

�
Z

1(0;1]

E[1(0;1]]

�
� E

�
Z

X

E[X1(0;1]]

�
8Z 2 L1+(R)
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and

E [ZX]

E
�
Z1(0;1]

� � E[1(0;1]X]

E[1(0;1]]
8Z 2 L1+(R):

Hence:

�Fcmax
(X) = inf

Z2L1+(R)
H+(Z;E[ZX]) = inf

Z2L1+(R)

E[ZX]

E[Z1(0;1]]

=
E[1(0;1]X]

E[1(0;1]1(0;1]]
;

i.e. the in�mum is attained at Z = 1(0;1] 2 L1+, which is of course natural as this SRM

weights only to the �rst publication.

Example 143 (total # of publications) Consider the example (119). For Z 2 L1+; we

compute (Z; q) as in the previous example:

(Z; q) = inf
X�1(0;q]

E[ZX] = E[1(0;q]Z]

We obtain

H+(Z;E[ZX]) := sup
�
q 2 R j E[ZX] � E[1(0;q]Z]

	
Hence the dual representation of the total number of publications p with at least one citation

is

�Fp(X) = inf
Z2L1+(R)

sup
E[ZX]�E[1[0;q]Z]

q

We show indeed that �Fp(X) = p, where p is such that X = X1(0;p] 2 L1+ . First we check

that �Fp(X) � p. For all Z 2 L1+; and q � p we have

E[ZX] = E[ZX1(0;p]] � E[1(0;q]Z]

and therefore

sup
E[ZX]�E[1(0;q]Z]

q � p 8Z 2 L1+;
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and �Fp(X) � p. Regarding the � inequality, it is enough to take Z = 1(p;p+�], with � > 0;

for X = X1(0;p]. In this case, the condition E[ZX] � E[1(0;q]Z] becomes

0 = E[1(p;p+�]X] � E[1(0;q]1(p;p+�]]

that holds only for q � p, hence

sup
E[X1(p;p+�]]�E[1(0;q]1(p;p+�]]

q = p

and �Fp(X) � p.

Example 144 (h-index) Consider the example (120). For Z 2 L1+;

(Z; q) = inf
X(x)�q1(0;q](x)

E[ZX] = E[Zq1(0;q]]

We obtain

H+(Z;E[ZX]) := sup
�
q 2 R j E[ZX] � E[Zq1(0;q]]

	
Hence the dual representation of the h-index is

�Fh(X) = inf
Z2L1+(R+)

sup
E[ZX]�E[Zq1(0;q]]

q

We indeed show that �Fh(X) = h, where h is such that X1(0;h] � h1(0;h] and X1(h;+1) �

h1(h;+1). First we check that �Fh(X) � h. For all Z 2 L
1
+; and q � h we have

E[ZX] � E[ZX1(0;h]] � E[Zq1(0;q]];

hence

sup
E[ZX]�E[q1(0;q]Z]

q � h 8Z 2 L1+

and �Fh(X) � h.
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Regarding the � side, take Z = 1(h;h+�] with � > 0. For any q � h the condition

E[X1(h;h+�]] � E[q1(0;q]1(h;h+�]] = 0

holds. Instead, 8q > h there exists � > 0 such that h+ � < q and then

E[X1(h;h+�]] � E[h1(h;h+�]] < E[q1(0;q]1(h;h+�]]

hence

sup
E[X1(h;h+�]]�E[q1(0;q]1(h;h+�]]

q � h

and �Fh(X) � h.

On an alternative approach to SRMs

The dual representation suggests us another approach for the de�nition of a generic

class of SRMs. This approach is based on the assumption that we can represent the author�s

citation as a function X(w) de�ned on the events w 2 
, where each event now corresponds

to the journal in which the paper appeared.

We start �xing a plausible family P � fQ� Pg where each Q(w) represents the

�value� attributed to the journal w 2 
. It is clear that the valuation criterion for journals

(i.e. the selection of the family P) has to be determined a priori and could be based on

the �impact factor� or other criterion. A speci�c Q could attribute more importance to the

journals with a large number of citations (a large impact factor); another particular Q to

the journals having a high quality.

As suggested from the dual representation results and in particular from the equa-

tions (5.13) and (5.14) we consider, independently to the particular scientist X, a family
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�
�
	
�2R of functions � : P ! R that associate to each Q the value �(Q), that should

represent the smallest Q-average of citations in order to reach a quality index at least of �.

So given a particular value Q(wi) for each ith-journal and the average citations

�(Q) necessary to have an index level greater than �, we build the SRM in the following

way. We de�ne the function H+ : P � R! R that associates to each pair (Q;EQ(X)) the

number

H+(Q;EQ(X)) := sup
�
� 2 R j EQ(X) � �(Q)

	
;

which represents the greatest quality index that the author X can reach when Q is �xed,

and we build the SRM as follows:

�(X) := inf
Q2P

H+(Q;EQ(X))

which represents a prudential and robust approach with respect to P, the plausible di¤erent

selections of the evaluation of the Journals: This SRM is by construction quasi-concave and

monotone increasing.

5.3 Empirical results

The SRM �F(X) depends on the family of performance curves F := ffqgq2I , which

depends on the scienti�c area and seniority under consideration.

We suggest two kinds of calibration:

� Calibration to scienti�c areas: each scienti�c area should determine their own family

F := ffqgq2I by using existing data from a sample of �well known established scienti�c
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expert�researchers in the same area. Then this family will re�ect the characteristics

of the citation records of that particular scienti�c community.

� Calibration to age: similarly, in each area, it could be possible to determine n (two/three)

families of performance curves Fi :=
�
f iq
	
q2I , i = 1; :::n; that correspond to di¤erent

ages (seniority in research), each determining n indices �iF that could be used to com-

pute the scienti�c research quality of authors of the same seniority. A more advanced

aspect is to calibrate the time evolution of the performance curves, in order to capture

also the scienti�c productivity.

The SRM should be used only in relative terms (to compare the author quality

with respect to the other researchers in the same area) in order to classify the authors (and

structures) into few classes of homogeneous research quality.

In this section we provide a procedure to calibrate the family F from the historic

data available for a group of �well known established scienti�c expert� researchers in the

same area.

Sample setting

The �rst step consists in the selection of a representative sample of M authors

belonging to the same scienti�c area and with the same seniority.

If p is the total number of the author�s publications with at least one citation, then

X =
Pp
i=1 xi1(i�1;i], with xi � xi+1 for all i, where the �rst component x1 corresponds to the

number of citations received by the most cited article and similarly for x1 � x2 � ::: � xp.
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The citation data of each author are downloaded from Google Scholar by a pro-

cedure implemented in Pyton. This procedure performs a �lter on the name of the author

and on the scienti�c area we are analyzing.

Determination of the family ffqgq and of the SRM

First of all we need to determine the family of curves ffqgq that better �t the

citation curve of the sample of the selected scientists. By the analysis of the data we found

that the theoretical model is the following hyperbole-type equation:

y = fq(x) =
q

x�
(5.18)

with q; � 2 R+. Setting ln y = Y , ln(q) = q̂; lnx = X, � = �̂ we obtain the linearized model

Y = q̂ � �̂X. (5.19)

For each i-th author of the sample we determine �̂i that minimizes the sum of

the square distances of the points from the line (5.19). Therefore, we determine �� as the

average of the �̂i:

�� =
1

M

MP
i=1
�̂i.

Fixing the parameter ��, common to every author�s citation curve, we obtain the �-index of

each author X as

�(X) = sup

�
q 2 R j X(x) � q

x��
8x
�

(5.20)

using the following simple computation:

�(X) = min
x2f1;2;:::pg

qx where qx = X(x) � x
��

Namely, the procedure consists in two steps:
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1. we determine p parameters qx, each one obtained forcing the curve to pass in each

one of the p points (x; X(x)) of the scientist citation curve. In this way we guarantee

that the curve we are going to �nd is the greatest;

2. we take q = min qx, in this way we are sure that the scientist citation vector (blue

line in the following �gure) is greater than the hyperbole-type curve (red line in the

following �gure).

Afterwards, we suggest the use of these results in order to classify the authors into

few classes of homogeneous research quality, in order to facilitate a comparison between

scienti�c areas and seniority.

Our Results

We have chosen a group of 20 well established researchers in the mathematical

�nance area. The analysis of the citation vectors of each author (see Fig.5.3.a) brings out

that the theoretical model is that in the formula (5.18). We have computed the �̂i for each
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author, that we report in the Fig.5.3.b, �nding that �� = 1; 62.

Fig.5.3.a. Citation curves of 20 senior authors in Math

Finance area. Fig. 5.3.b

In the following table (Fig.5.3) we show the results and the ranking obtained
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calculating the �-index as in (5.20) and the h-index for each author.

Fig. 5.3.

We note that the �-index is more granular, allowing a more precise comparison

between scientists. For example, the author F increases his index, moving from the position

14 of h-index to 5 of �-index. If we compare this author with the author I, we note that

they have almost the same h-index but the F�s �-index is de�nitely greater than the I�s

�-index. Analyzing their citation curves we observed that they have the same number of

publications, but F has in general many more citations for any publication than I, especially

those in the Hirsh-core. The same reasons can be provide for the comparison between the

author H and the author D, in this case we noticed also that D has also more publications.
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